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And there are some, whom a thirst
Ardent, unquenchable, fires,
Not with the crowd to be spent Not without aim to go round
In an eddy of purposeless dust,
Effort unmeaning and vain.
Matthew Arnold

PREFACE

Because of his position as America's premier dramatist,
O'Neill's Days Without End was an event of major importance
to the thinking world.

For many years O'Neill had given

signs of sympathizing with the world-weary view of the uni
verse, hut in this play he made what appeared to be a com
plete right-about face.

Like a bolt from the blue, or so

it seems to his stunned followers, O'Neill sloughed his past
.and entered the Catholic Church.
The close student of O'Neill need not have been taken
by surprise.

For in nearly all of his plays, there are signs

of his passionate yearning for peace and quiet.

Sometimes

these crop up in stage-directions, but more frequently they
appear in the plots themselves.

All of O'Neill's somewhat

adolescent denunciations of the Puritan code of ethics, his
romantic dreaminess and his pagan fervor are related to his
religious spirit.

When he set out on the troubled seas of

a dramatic career, his philosophy was relatively narrow and
so his mystical flair sublimated itself in a bohemian pro
test against philistinism in life as well as in art.

As he

matured and society became more rotten, his view broadened.
And as it did, he was horrified to find himself on the brink
of a yawning gulf.

Thereafter, it was only a question of
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time before he capitulated.
The curse that pursued 0 •Neill was placed on him partly
by his temperament and partly by the accident of birth.

A

member of the lower middle class, historically a timid, inde
cisive section of the population, he was doomed to an inner
torment.

Even if he wanted to stick it out with the ration

alists, he could not.

The Hemingway school was too decadent

and the dialectical materialists too cock-surei

To escape

from himself and a cold, unfriendly universe, he stepped across
the threshold of the Church.
It is perhaps too early to venture a prediction on the
outcome of this decision^

The one play that he has put out

since his surrender, Ah Wilderness1 reflects his newly found
security, but it also presages the end of 0 ’Neill as a signi
ficant artist.

' : ' :' -

Plays are built on the bed-rock of rationalism.
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not on the shifting sands of mysticism.

.

Wherever 0 Weill in

dulges' in blood-thinking, his prose becomes darkly nebulous
and his plots forbiddingly obscure.

It is for this reason -

which I intend to illustrate in my paper - that O ’Neill's
development has taken a downward course.

CHAPTER I
O'NEILL'S DESPAIR

It is significant that O'Neill's return to the Church
was accompanied by a fanfare of welcome and a chorus of dis
approval.

Thinking society, evidently, was divided into two

sections; one which.insisted on facing reality with clear,
unflinching eyes, and another which had to have peace at
any price.

The confirmed pessimists and the professional

optimists joined forces for once and pounced on the lonely
figure of O'Neill.
rational beings.

They held him up to the scorn of all
Krutch, for his part, felt betrayed.

He

could not understand how O'Neill could be so untrue to him
self and the world-weary school generally.

What, he asked

pathetically, did all your anguished protest against the
senselessness of things mean.: if you can now surrender so
abjectly?,. . Hicks and Geddes were more forthright; they de
nounced O'Neill for the coward they conceived him to be and
pointed overbearingly to the telling weakness of the play in
which the surrender was made.

Needless to say, the Catholic

Church jumped to O'Neill's defence; one of their lost souls
had returned to the fold.

.

Krutch was entirely justified in lashing it into O'Neill.

.. e e ^ « *

For a decade he had been the playwright's most penetrating,
if not most sympathetic, critic.

With his superior intel

lectual equipment, he had given O'Neill's sometimes inarti
culate anguish a much-needed philosophical veneer;

He seemed

to be the only member of the Death Watch who caught the im
plications of OfNeill's gnashing of teeth and beating of
drums.

And so he nursed him along carefully, feeling, no

doubt, that 0 ’Neill alone of all the dramatists sensed the
despair of the m o d e m Man.

Because O ’Neill had a kinship

with Nietzsche, the last great philosopher to attempt the
glorification of the individual, Krutch was willing to over
look all the flaws in 0 ’Neill’s dramatic structures.

The

tragic view of the.universe was much more dear to Krutch
than a perfectly made play.

He wanted desperately to be

lieve that Man could be ennobled.and O ’Neill gave rich pro
mise of achieving the impossible.

In Mourning Becomes Electra

Lavinia’s act of self-abnegation resembled, if faintly, the
tragic gestures of the ancients and for this much might be
forgiven.

And then O ’Neill capitulated.

It must have

brought tears of remorse into Krutch’s eyes.
-

Yet he might have been more sympathetic.

The universe

as he saw it was a cold, dreary place, with no end and no be
ginning, no point and no values.
mold to face, undaunted, the

One had to be of heroic

prospect of limitless space

and Man's utter insignificance*

One after another, those of

*"*3 *"*

our literary people who had been b o m into the lower middle
class had succumbed to the lure of the warm peace that the
Catholic Church held out.
escaped into the past.
Hemingway and Huxley.

Or, if they had not done-this, they

The present was too much for all but .
Even Lawrence, son of a collier and

therefore heir of all that is healthy in the human race,
could not face the spiritual desolation that confronted the
others.

The waste land was simply too appalling for these

sensitive beings.

*

O'Neill felt intuitively what the others saw.

He has

Jones, lately a bragging bully of a man, reduced to utter
impotence by the forces of nature; he pushes Yank down the
animal ladder until even the ape finds him abhorrent company;
Reuben, poor deluded boy, cracks up badly after having taken
a new lease on life; and Brown, conquering hero of a Middle
Western town, puts on Dion's mask and goes to pieces.

Not

one of the characters controls his destiny, although all try
desperately to do so.

The Emperor Jones wastes his bullets,

including the silver one, on phantoms from his past; Yank
possesses the strength of a hairy ape yet one glance from a
cringing apparition in white petrifies him; Reuben apparently
has the secret "of the universe, but he cannot control it; and
Brown, after winning Dion^s wife, his life-long ambition, is
shot down like a petty criminal.
world.

Truly, this is a bitter

No amount of courageous striving avails.

These are the more pitiful of O ’Neill's dramatis personae.

Others make the world seem less damnable.

They play the game

dangerously, stake their lives on the turn of the wheel, and
die nobly.

Lazarus, Lavinia, Eben and Abbie are overcome by

one or another of the manifold miseries of life, but they all
yield stubbornly.

To us, it hardly matters that they are de

prived of their external freedom; their show of greatness gives
us the oarage to carry on in the face of a hostile universe.
Insofar as O'Neill is successful in conveying this feeling of
exaltation, he is a great tragedian.

Sophocles.and Shakes

peare earned their reputations doing the same thing.
Unfortunately for us, however, 0 'Neill has neither the
animal vitality nor the intellectual assurance of his prede
cessors.

He works with creatures drawn on an infinitely

smaller scale than Orestes and Hamlet, Oedipus and Othello.
For since the Periclean and Elizabethan Ages, science ha.s
pushed back the protecting curve of the sky and reduced Man
to an infinitesimal stature.
change Man's surroundings.

Copernicus was the first to
He threw the Ptolemaic system,

cozy arrangement that it was, into the ashcan and asked us
to give up our illusions about our importance.

Then Darwin

came along with a theory that we were descended of apes. We
did not accept this meekly as Thomas Huxley's soars will
testify, but the more rational amongst us bitterly asked,
"What now, little man?**

Mb sooner said them answered. The

m o d e m psychologists peeled all our romantic illusions off

the phenomenon of love and revealed It to he auhllmated sex.
Furthermore, we were told that our philosophies ran In wishfulfillment channels,

^his very effectively put our minds

in scientific harnesses.

It was against this condition that

Santayana revolted when he said, "Poetry is religion which
is no longer believed"
Nietzsche was another great philosopher who chafed under
the bit.

His central dogma - "Life is good because it is

painful" - is thecalmost meaningless paradox to which men of
his kind were driven in desperation.

Frantic rationaliza

tion replaced naive faith, intellect emotion, as thinking in
dividuals sought some way out of the blind-alley into which
they had been pushed.

The result, violence, proved a sorry

substitute for the serenity of the Greeks, but the Ape-man
could say with a shrug, "You have taken away my tragic birth
right; now what do you expect of me?"

Henceforth, playwrights

clothed their heroes in ready-made suits, not sceptered robes,
and for the inspiring lines of a Lear, devised flatly realis
tic speeches.

Where before the whole world awaited Hamlet’s

decision with Lbhted breath, now a little locality pondered
the wisdom of Dr. Stockmann’s stand.

And as we moved from

Elsinore to southern Norway we shrunk in importance.

Even

O ’Neill could not restore us to M an’s original estate.
When Lazarus laughs we break into a Caligula-like gri
mace;

we

want to believe, yet we cannot.

Only when Lazarus

is in our midst do we abandon ourselves to the joyous affir-

mation of life which he feels.

Perhaps we remember shudder-

ingly that Andreieff, truer modern than O ’Neill, brings his
Lazarus out of the grave, not young and free of spirit, but
mouldy and in a state of partial decomposition.

.In his ver

sion of the miracle, Lazarus trails, not clouds of glory, but
an odor of putrefaction.

He sits in the market-place, his

eyes turned unseeingly to the warm sun, an object of curiosity
and aversion to the village urchins.

It is horrible, yet we

are too well-grounded in modern science to. repudiate the pic
ture.

Knowing theipenalty of wishful thinking - pathetic

illusion - we hesitate to accept the more flattering inter
pretation of O ’Neill.
When O 'Neill comes out .of his. self-imposed trance, he
takes up, once again, the burden of living. If in The Great
God Brown this had been heavy, in Strange Interlude it be
comes unbearable.

Nina, Darrell, and to a lesser degree,

Marsden, suffer on the rack of life until, their very flesh
cries out for peaces

Thought, the effort to make life

meaningful, hurts so much that these tortured souls yearn
only for the privilege of rotting away.

At one time, the

scientlsttsays rudely:
Thinking doesn’t matter a damnI Life is.some
thing in one cell that doesn’t need to thinkJ
To which Nina says strangely in her feminine, mystical way:
I know! God the Mother?
Darrell, still intent on his awful secret, proceedsexcitedly
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as If he does not hear her at all.
Ana all the rest is gutless egotismi But to hell
with itjl
This is the sickness that accounts for all of OfNelll's
passionate outbursts.

He cannot accept the apparent aimless

ness of life, the demotion of Man to the status of an insect.
Why in the name of all that is good, he asks rebelliously,
were we put on this earth if we have no more significance
than the lowest creature in the animal kingdom?

Are we to

give birth to children and then merely fade out of the pic
ture?

Is this to be our reward for our endurance of life's

pains, the pains that science has heaped on our heads?
more than matter; we partake of the divine essence.

We are

We may be

far removed from Godts sight, but we are made in His image. In
evitably though, O'Neill falters and breaks down.

His bare

hands are not sufficient to break down the stone m i l of ra
tionalism which the scientists have erected.
In The Great God Brown Dion breaks his head, figuratively
of course, on this same stubborn fact.

As a child he draws a

picture in the sand, his dream of the universe, and it is blot
ted out by an envious friend.

When he tries to unmask before

his wife, she draws back in horror.

She is in love with St.

Anthony, not Dion; she knows the denizen of the wilderness who
does penance every day for the sin of being born.
knows the poeti
iiine Plays

Only Cybel

And even she, despite all her earthy wisdom,
p. 651

—

cannot assuage his grief.
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She dwells on a lower level of life

and cannot convey her message to Dion.

For Dion demands a mean

ing and purpose of life; he must justify his existence or per
ish.

To his senstive soul, Cybel’s advice is just so much cor

rosive poison.

Oh, if only he were not b o m with ghosts in his

eyes and with the courage to look into his own darknessJ

Then

he would be able to dwell with love, the ragged ghost of a word
which goes begging for a lodging.
Cybel counsels him to live naturally, to live like a bull
in pasture.

She tells him that life can be green and cool, re

freshing and peaceful if only he will forget that man Is b o m
in pieces and lives by mending.
you meddle with life and love?
love is so important, anyway?
-

2

you do to keep life living."

Why, she asks him wearily, do
"What makes you pretend that
It*s just one of a lot of things
'• :

And as for life, "there’s mil

lions of it born every second. Life can cost too much even for
a sucker to afford it - like everything else.
ered - only the. you inside is.

And it’s not sa-

The rest is earth."

He- fierce

ly refuses to accept the fact that M a n ’s life is snuffed out just
like a flame of a cheap match;

or that love is only a biolo

gical process which the Victorians have adorned with poetry.
It is painful for him to see Romeo’s deathless passion exposed
in all its nakedness.
. Nine Plays p. 536
3. Ibid p. 337

k

.

-
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0 ’Neill is not the only writer at the post-war era who
laments the passing of a beautiful illusion. D. H. Lawrence,
Aldous Huxley, Ernest Hemingway, and Somerset Maugham all
attempt to salvage a little something from the wreckage• But
so thorough has been the work of the scientists that all the
novelists come away with unrecognizable remnants.

D. H.

Lawrence attempts valorously and single-handedly to create a
new religion in the image of physical love; Aldous Husxley pats
' .■ >.
4 - ■
''
......
-V
him on the back, but finds himself unable to descend from his
intellectual high-horse; and Hemingway, most nihilistic of all,
sneers at love, calls it the opium of the people and asks that
the bulls and matadors be brought into the arena.
no doubt, all this is puzzling.

To Maugham,

He is a typical Britisher,

and is relatively rock-bound in his values.

Yet even he can

not seem to make up his mind; he has Philip Carey gravitate
from one kind of woman to another. To each Philip feels a
strong attraction, yet for none would he be willing to submit
to the discipline of the Victorians.
lost its romance.

For love has definitely

Hemingway scoffs only because his heart

aches; his Farewell to Arms is instinct with pain.

For him

and for i.Huxley, love is an obscene joke, played on them by
an unfeeling universe.

•

O ’Neill's despair is as deeply rooted, but God is always
at his elbow to support him.

Even in The Great God Brown,

that tragedy of frustration, he can fall back upon the staff
Of. Mark Rampion in Point Counter Point

T ”"
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which religion affords.

One scene shawls Dion, his mask off,

reading from the pages of the Imitation of Christ.
"Keep thy heart free and raised upwards to God
because thou has not here a lasting abode. ’Be
cause at what hour you know not the Son of Man
will comei*" Amen. (He raises the mask in his
hands and stares at it with a pitying tenderness.)
Peace, poor tortured one, brave pitiful pride of
man, the hour of our deliverance comes. Tomorrow
we may be with Him in Paradise!5
This is characteristic of O ’Neill; whenever life becomes too
turbulent, he turns to heaven for guidance.
soul!

Poor distract

He trades his integrity for a moment’s peace.
To O ’Neill, as to the others, life has been dehumanized

by the disappearance of love.

He Is conscious of the way in

which the value has been created, but he rebels at the thought
of its being taken away from him.

Without it. life becomes

cold and pale, unfriendly and drab*

To allow it to fade from

our palette is to commit suicide, spiritually at least.
O ’Neill is brave enough to face the fact that love is a
chimera, but he is human enough to want it nevertheless. For
once the Church was despoiled by the scientists only love was
left us.

Like the Victorians, O ’Neill yielded his belief in

God grudgingly, but he held on tenaciously to love.
his last remaining "raison d ’etre."

It was

Love, like God, demanded

sacrifices, but like Him, it rewarded the devotee with a
colorful, purposeful existence. The artist in O ’Neill cannot
countenance the loss of this philosopher’s stone, this instruo. Nine Plays

p.

• '
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ment by which all the dross of life is turned into gold.

The

record of his struggles is found in all the plays but the
last, Ah Wilderness!
In Days Without End, the play which brought an outcry of
protest from the critics, 0 ’Neill faces the issue squarely
and.yields to his weakness.

It seems as if he is weary of

wandering in the waste land with nothing to defy but a vast
emptiness.

He demands more of life than a hopeless hope and

more of death than the warm, dark peace of annihilation.
refuses to admit that we are mere matteri

He

If this were so,

he argues, vibrations would be more real to usethan colors;
the table in its most intimate aspect would be a swarm of
dancing atoms and all the art which we enjoy would be alien
nonsense.

Not until we come to regard the laboratory as our

tabernacle, says O ’Neill, will I renounce my God, the only
certainty in a troubled universe.

With this decision, life

once more takes on the sunny complexion of love.

-IE

CHAPTER II

V

EVASION OF FACT - THE TRICK OF A ROMANTICIST
No one should have been surprised at O'Neill's capitu
lation.

Even the strongest constitution will break under the

stress of intense emotion.
. . .

-

...

And O'Neill,* to add to his other

.- -

■ ■ ■ . - « -

-

trials, had once been a devout Catholic.

^

■- -

Always when being

tortured by the hell-fire of the damned, he could remember
the cool, peaceful days of his youth. Naturally enough, this
heightened the agony of his conflict.

He alone of the world-

weary school was thus bent in two. - A sensitive, tender person,
he withstood the pressure just so long and then cracked under
the strain.
What made O'Neill peculiarly vulnerable was his strong
emotionality.
like

If he had been of intellectual fiber, he might,

Huxley, have continued thumbing his nose at the alien

world. But he was wilful, more the spoiled child; he could not
.abide being deprived of anything he held dear. Where a more
disciplined person would have made an adjustment to a changed
world, he went to pieces^

Seemingly, he could not strike a

balance; he was either hot or cold, feverishly happy or pas
sionately despondent.
The early days of his youth, those in which he went on
one "binge" after another, would serve to illustrate this.
Not content with a dignified protest against the moral order
of the day, he kept himself in a perpetual stupor. This, it
seemed, was the only way in which he could reconcile himself

-

with harsh realities#
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It never oecurred to him, apparently

that he was sitting on the horns of the dilemma rather than
wrestling with it.

Perhaps, this was why he was gored so

badly.
Starting with Beyond the Horizon and ending with Ah
WildernessI. O ’Neill is enmeshed in the romantic ideal. His
chief characters try to fight their way elear of it, but al
ways they are destroyed in the attempt;

They suffer only be

cause they are conscious of the hostile forces that surround
them, only because they are more than mere clods of earth;
So poignant are their cries of defeat that the reader suspacts that it is not they who die, but O ’Neill.

;

In fact, one

gets the impression that O ’Neill, in various disguises, is
forever putting himself in a torture chamber.

In Robert

Mayo, in Michael Cape, in Orin and in John Loving - always
does he stand before us, his soul torn and lacerated.

The

world apparently, is too much with him; it frustrates him at
every turn.

Only when he summons up enough resolution to

turn his back upon what is odious does he find peace.

And

even then one suspects that he will find it but a mirage; For
though he has already written Ah WildernessJ in the full joy
of his new-found blessedness, one wonders at the permanence
of his happiness.
coward and run;

After all, O ’Neill is too honest to turn
Everything that he has written gives evidence

of his intense longing for truth, truth at any cost, no matter

-

how bitter.
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One does not change one’s character over-night.

Life Is not so simple.
Although O ’Neill gives signs of preparing himself for
the final surrender, It is difficult to believe that he has
come home at last.
out conviction.

Days Without End is a miracle play with

John has a life-and-death tussle with his

evil self and wins after some amateurish dramatics, but his '
victory does not seem to mean much to him.
cry of exultationJ

How tentative!

How flat is his

He has exorcised the ra

tionalist demon, but only for a time.

It puts up such a game

fight - in fact to the spectator it seems to be leading at the
time of its demise - that no one, including O ’Neill, is taken
in by the meretricious conclusions

Far from thrilling us to

the fingertips, John Loving’s rapturous "Life laughs with
God’s love again!

Life laughs with Love!"

leaves us cold.

It is the second time that O ’Neill has tried to soar aloft
on the wings of religious ecstasy, and it is the second.time
that he has tumbled down ignominlousiy.

In,spite of himself,

he cannot throw off the materialist influences of the days
Ah Wilderness!. the play that he dashed off after finish
ing the second draft of Days Without End, is puzzling.

Has

O ’Neill rationalized his surrender, or has he come to the
conclusion that only the past affords peace and quiet?
ever the explanation, the prospects look black.
t>. bays without ^nd

-p. 157.

r

What

0 ’Neill is

""" — "

-
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not meeting his problems bravely; he is hiding his head ©strioh-like in the ground.

If he wants to be considered seri-

:.ously, he will have to face forward.
One does- not expect 0 'Neill to rejoin the legion of the
damned because he has given evidence time and time again of
his desire to desert.

On each occasion he knew what the penal

ty would be, but on each oocassion he flirted with the idea.
In Lazarus Laughed, in The Great God Brown he ventured out of
the ranks.

Seemingly, he was willing to sacrifice his spiritu

al integrity for the sake of peace i Such an attitude betokens
the man of moods, the man who does things Instinctively and
not in cold blood.

His record seems to indicate that hk visit

with the Church will be an extended one, lasting perhaps until
death.

From what we know of him, we would say that his passion

ate, romantic nature loathes the outside world, the world of
Mammon and Babbitt*
Every time that he has looked his horns in a struggle
with social forces, he has come off second-best.

To begin-

with, his volatile, tender nature has made it impossible for
him to stay with the enemy.

And then when he has suffered

defeat, he has been too stubborn to acknowledge it.
has never been able to make an adjustment.

Thus he

Always it has been

either complete victory or complete defeat, never a common
sense compromise. Evidently, O'Neill is tired t)f being thrown
all the time. And just as obviously he will not effect a ?e-
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eonoiliation with Puritanism and materialism.

Bather than

do this, he will leave the field to the enemy and join the
Churchi
This romantic idealism can be seen in every one of his
plays.

Robert Iteiyo, delicate and sensitive,

decides on the

spur of the moment to give up his contemplated trip and settle
down instead with Ruth.

When he makes the decision he tells

Ruth,
Perhaps Andy was right - Tighter than he knew when he said I could find all the things I was seeking for here, at home on the farm. The mystery and
the wonder - our love should bring them home to us;
I think love most have been the secret - the secret
that called to me from the world*s rim - t h e secret
that lay beyond the horizon; and when it did not come,
it dame to me. (He clasps Ruth to him fiercely.) Oh,
Ruth, you are rightZ Our love is sweeter than any
distant dream. It is the meaning of all life, theR
whole world the kingdom of heaven is within - usZ °
We know that he has made a mistake, we realize that he has put
his neck in a noose which society holds out for such dreamers
as he.

From then on we await the end, confident that he will

wear himself out in the prosaic effort of making a_living. He
will find life on the farm oppressive, but he will not be able
to wrench himself away from it.

Slowly his love for Ruth will

burn itself out to an ugly.cinder;

And, just as inevitably,

poverty jrill enter his life and hers and slowly eat away their
hope.

:

' --

:.

'
■

... . .:

. r;,- .., ....

; :- :

■

V. "There is a touch of the poet about him expressed in his high
forehead and wide, dark eyes." Beyond the Horizon p. 2
8. Beyond the Horizon: t>p . 25-26.

-
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What is so horrible about his suffering is that he is
helpless.

By nature he is not the type to buckle doen to

consistent work.

The lie. which he is trying to live, re

turns every day to plague him, first in.the news that a mort
gage is due and then in the constant, irritating whining of
Mrs. Atkins %.

Always he is haunted by the romance that lies

beyond the horizon. It is this which consumes his strength
and defeats his purpose.

If only he were less the dreamerI

In the last scene, his weakness comes out very strongly.
Dying of tuberculosis, he drags himself out of the house and
on to the road which leads to beauty, "the beauty of the far
off and unknown, the mystery and spell of the East."
he finds a pitiful happiness.

There

In a voice which suddenly

takes on the accent of hope, he says,
You mustn't feel sorry for me. It's ridiculous;
Don't you see I'm happy at last - because I'm making
a start to the far-off places - free - free; - freed
from the farm - free to wander on and on - eternally.
Even the hills are powerless to shut me in now. (He
raises himself on his elbow, his face radiant, and
points to the horizon.) Look; IsS't it beautiful be
yond the kills? I can hear, the old voices calling
me to come. (Exultantly.) And this time I'm going I'm free; It isn't the end. It's a free beginning the start of my voyage ! Don't you see? I've won to
my trip - the right of release - beyond the horizon!
Oh, you ought to be glad - glad - for my sake; (He
collapses weakly.) 9
10
Not until he is on the threshold of death does he find surcease
9. Beyond the horizon • p. 15
10. loid
p. 163.
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from his cares.
nature.

In life he is the victim of a romantie

Finding the outer world unfriendly, he retreats to

his inner being.

There he solaces his wounded feelings, fierce

ly defending them from harsh externalities.

In fact this, as

the last quotation shows, is the province:- that passes for
reality.

It is for this world that he sacrifices Ruth, Mary,

Andy - everything.
of defeat.

And this is why he tastes the bitter cup

.

.

In Gold Captain Bartlett eomnits murder to safeguard his
"treasure". "For so long has he dreamt of finding some pirate
cache that he goes mad when he overhears Butler say, "Nothing
but brass and copper, the bum imitations of diamonds and things
not worth a d a m . . . .. This ain’t gold.
not worth a damn."

Itfs brass and copper -

His_ disordered mind refuses to admit the

truth of the cook’s statement; it means too much to him, car
riages and silks for Sarah, and retirement for himself.

His

greed is so intense that he hypnotizes his sailing companions
into believing that the junk is valuable.
home he puts Nat under the spell.

And when he comes

Bartlett, even more than

the rest of 0 ’Neill’s leading characters, lives in a dream
world of his own fashioning.

So real is it to him that he

never suspects it is a creation of his imagination.
In the final scene. Nat comes to the "cabin" that Bartlett
has built on the top of his-house as a lookout post. He feels
. H
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down in the mouth because he has oarefully authenticated in
formation that the Sarah Allen, the salvage vessel, has sunk.
Yet when Bartlett says,
She ain^t lost, boy - not her. D o n H heed them
lies ye been bearin'. She’s due now. I ’ll go up
and look.
(He goes,up the companionway stairsi..
Then there is a loud muffled hail in Bartlett *s
voice) Sarah Allen, Ahoy!
Nat starts u p , transfixed « then rushes to one of the portholes to look out• HHe turns back, passing his hand over his
eyes, frowning bewilderedly,”

His reason tells him it is all

a hallucination, but his-desire makes him half believe.
this moment he is as crazy as,Bartlett.

At

When the latter comes

stamping down the stairs and says triumphantly,
What did I tell ye? D ’ye believe now she’ll
come back? D ’ye credit your own eyes?
he replies vaguely,
Eyes?

I looked.

I didn’t see -

,

Bartlett takes him up ferociously.
Ye lie I .The Sarah Allen, ye blind fool, come
back from the Southern Seas as I swore she mustJ
Loaded with gold as I swore she would be! makin.’
port! droppin* her anchor just when I hailed her.
Nat (feebly, his will crumbling). But- how do you
know? Some other schooner Bartlett. Not know my own ship - and the signal I ’d
ordered Horne to make!
.......
Nat.(mechanically). I know - a red and a green at
the mainrfst headi
. ....
Bartlett, Then look out if ye dare! (He goes to a
porthole ) Ye kin see it plain from here. (Commandingly) Will you believe your eyes? Look! (Nat
comes to him slowly - looks through the porthole,
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and starts back, a possessed expression coming
over his face.)
Hat. (Slowly)

A red and a green - clear as day.

Bartlett. (His face is now transfigured by the
ecstaoy of a dream come true.) They've lowered
a boat - the three - H o m e and Cates and Jimmy
Kanaka. They’re rowing ashore. Listen. I
hear the bars In the locks. Listenj
. .

:

: •

.

.

-

:

:

:

■ ■

_

:

■

Nat. (Staring into his father’s eyes - after a
pause during which he appears to be straining
his hearing to the breaking point - excitedly)
I hear.’
Bartlett. Listin| They’ve landed. They’ll be
cornin’ up the path now* (In a crooning, monotonous
tone) They move slowly, slowly. It’ll be heavy,
I know - that chest* (After a pause) Hark!
They’re below at the door in front.
Nat.

I hear!

Bartlett. Y e ’ll see it now in a moment, boy - the
gold. Up with it, bulliesJ Up ye oomej Up,
bullies! I t ’s heavy, heavy!
Nat. (madly) I hear them! They’re on the floor
below! They’re coming! I ’ll open the door. (He
springs to the door and flings it open, shouting)
Welcome home, boys!
And Suej his sister, walks in. .Even her unexpected entrance
does hot bring Nat to his senses.
why the boys are holding back.

He rushes out to ascertain

Bartlett for his part takes

in the horrible truth and sags under its weight.
dreams are smashed to smithereens.

All his

But only for a moment.

Soon, his desire wells up and takes possession of him.
pulls himself feebly up the stairs.

He

When he returns, the

delusion once again has him under its influence.
though, the obsession does not last long.

This time,

Sue’s appeal for

-
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help in restoring Nat to sanity has been working in his mud
dled brain.

Looking at Nat, he gently says,

No, Nat..• That eook - he said *twas brass but I*d been lookinf for ambergris - gold - the
whole 6 f my life - and when we found that chest I had to believe, I tell yej I ’d been dreamin’
o *it all my days.' But he said brass and junk,
and told the boy - and I give the word to murder
’em both and cover ’em up with sand.
Nat still has the strength of his desire and he begs his
father to tell him that the cook and the ship’s boy lied*
Only when he is shown a specimen of the "gold" does he come
to himself.

His scorn at discovering that it is only brass

shrivels up his father.

His face gray, Bartlett tears the

map into small pieces, "seeming to grow weaker and weaker as
he does so."
stops.

With the smashing of his dream, his heart

Nothing can sustain him any morei

Of a piece with this passionate denial of the world of
cold fact is Captain Keeney’s sacrifice of his wife's sanity.
Disregarding all the signs of her increasing madness, he gives
the order to drive the ship through the ice floe. "I got to
13
•
git the lie, I tell ye."
And when she begins to laugh hys
terically arid play the organ wildly, he gives a hard laugh
which is almost a groan.
- I know you’re foblin’ me, Annie. You ain’t
out of your mind,
(Anxiously) be you? 1*
He just will not believe his eyes;: his pride controls his*
4
1
X2 . Gold
pp. 135-141
13; The Moon of the Carlbees. etc.
14. Ibid. pp. 142-145.

—
p. 141

reason.
A similar case of wishful thinking oceurs in The First
15
Man. Curtis Jayson, romanticist,
refuses to recognize
his child.

In the eyes of his narrow, Puritanical family

this is equivalent to repudiating his part in its concep
tion.

To us, who are broader-minded, his act of denial has

a wider meaning.

He will not recognize its existence because

it will interfere with his life.

And so. he almost leaves

town without either showing any affection for it or making
any provision 6)# its bringing-up.

In this stubborn refusal

to acknowledge his parentage, he resembles the insane Bart
lett and the obsessed Keeney.

He is in the act of creating

a fanciful world when it is borne in upon his consciousness
that his family suspects the legitimacy of the child.

This

realization so enrages him that he comes to his senses.

For

him, as for Keeney and Bartlett, balance comes too late; he
has already killed his wife with his hatred of the child.
Even in such ah insignificant play as The Dreamy Kid.
0 'Neill shows how tragic one’s divorcement from reality can
be.

Although hunted by the police, Dreamy sentimentally

grants his dying step-mother her last wish - a final look
at him.

And then when he has an opportunity of escaping, he

allows her plaintive cry to hold him back.

Soon he is caught

lb. Bigelow, fou (Curtis) get a job as engineer in that Goldfield mine - but you are soon disillusioned by a labor
ious life where six-shooters are.as rare as nuggets. You
try prospectingi.. But it is necessary to your nature to
project romance into these stones,* so you go in strong
for geology. The First Man
p. 149.

in the police dragnet.

As the curtain deseends, Dreamy says

abstractedly, not having heard a word of what his mother has
said, - ■ -.' :•

,

• :: : '

Yes, Mamraiy. (And aloud to himself with an air
of grim determination...) Dey don’t git de DreamyJ
Not while h e ’s ’live. Lawd Jesus, no suh.’ 16
Even this one-syllabled character comes to grief because of
his unrealistic behavior.
17
When Winther says that 0 ’Neill shows the destructive
power of the romantic ideal he is hiding half the truth. Real
izing this - indeed sympathizing with O ’Neill - h e atones by
saying that if those who live by illusions come to a tragic
end, they alone are the ones who have, lived.

O ’Neill, the

hybrid product of an early religious training and an environ
ment in which science predominates, realizes that Man should
reconcile himself to the world in which he lives, but he thinks
it is .a shame that it is so limited.

In fact, this is why

O ’Neill’s every fiber shrieks in anguished protest.
to restore the illusions that we have lost.

He wants

Robert’s defeat

may seem horrible to the materialistic-minded person, but to
O ’Neill it is splendid.
O ’Neill’s sympathy.

It is Robert, not Andy, who has

And for the very good reason that it is

he who tries to wrest some meaning out of life.
Thus in The Straw. O ’Neill stands on the sidelines and
cheers Murray along. ■Lo the playwright it matters not that
16. The Hreamy kM
p . 258
"
17. Eugene O ’Neill: A Critical Study

~
p. 17

—
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Murray is disregarding every rule in the game, drivelling on
like anv inspired idiot.

For Murray.' takes life into his two

hands and determinedly attempts to mold it to his desire. His
disdainful, nay his violent and Insulting remarks to Miss Gil
pin, find O'Neill applauding him to the eoho.

Even Miss Gil

pin, the victim of his onslaught, is touched.

She takes no

offense when Murraly bursts out into his emotional orgasm:
What damned rotJ I tell you we'll winj We must!
All the verdicts of all the doctors - what do they ...
matter? This is beyond you! And we'll win in spite
of you! (Scornfully) How dare you use the word hope
less, as if it were the last! Come now, confess,
damn it! There's always hope, isn't there? What do
you know?
Can you say you know anything? 18
O'Neill is almost carried away by this eloquence, but not quite.
He detects the hollowness of this declaration of faith.

It is

for this reason that the speech is tacked on to the tail of the
play.

To have put it elsewhere would have been to throw the

characters out of line. At the end it does the least damage.
In the excitement of the final curtain, the audience is quite
likely to miss the counterfeit ring.
It is interesting to note O'Neill's method of rebuilding
Man.

He relies on factitious character-reading rather than,

as in Strange Interlude and Days Without End, on clinical ra
tionalizations.

Apparently, he is still a little unconscious

of the implications of his work.

When he arrives at maturity

he becomes more explicit in his characterizations.
IB. The straw

p. 242

:

—

-—

Although
~
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neither Murray

nor John Loving sweeps us off our feet, the

former oomes closer to doing so.

He has a vitality, sorry

as it is when compared with Pedipus, which John cannot touch.
The one is an unreasoning animal, the other an emotional in
tellectual.

I leave it to the reader to decide which is

lower in the scale;

.

.

If Murray-; is somewhat successful in eluding the realities
of life, Alfred Rowland of Before Breakfast does not get to
first base.

He is compelled, by the force of circumstances -

his superior sensitivity and his financial dependence - t o
listen to the tirade of his coarse wife.

Finally, he can

stand it no longer and slits his throat.. There is a tragedy
in the unnatural death, but it is the tragedy of the "rail
road flats".
ment.

Aristotle would have looked at it with amaze

Where is the nobility of character which cleanses the

passions?
In Different 0 »Neill barely misses an old-fashioned tra
gedy effect.

He starts with Emma, a pretty girl with "large,

soft, blue eyes which have an incengrous quality of absent

ia
minded dreaminess about them" and Caleb, manly and rugged.
Through Emma’s squeamishness at marrying a man who has known
another woman, the two suffer in quiet desperation.

For a

time it looks as if Emma’s one mistake, made in spite of her
J-g. Diff ’rent

p. 184

---------------- -— ~
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better sense and therefore proper matter for tragedy, will
exalt the two of them.

But then the second act begins and

we notice that O'Neill has muffed his chance.

He dresses

Emma up in a white dress "which is too frilly, too youthful
for her; "her shoes are high-heeled and her stockings too
loud. "There is an absurd suggestion of rouge on her tight
cheeks and thin lips, of pencilled make-up about her eyes."
’’Altogether she has gone to pot. "She resembles some passe
. . .
. ''
.,
.. .
.
• ■■ "80
stock actress of fifty made up for a heroine of twenty." In
stead of keeping.her head above the

water, instead of showing

her superior to the forces that press down on her, O'Neill
allows her to be overwhelmed by the consequences of her mis
take.

Thereafter she goes from bad to worse, dying by a

suicide that takes the starch out of us.

Neither Caleb nor

she measures up to the Greek tragic hero, although both, par
ticularly Calfeb have possibilities.
When the irresponsible Jack reveals the story of Caleb's
seduction, Emma is staggered; her dreams of a happy marriage
come crashing down oh tier head.

Although she loves the like

able seaman to the point of distraction, she asks her brother
to tell Caleb that he can have his ring back. Her brother's
common sense remonstrations have no effect on her.

She is

obsessed just as Bartlett, Keeney and Murray are, with an ideal. If she were content to suffer in quiet, her tragic
%u. Biff'rent

p. 61s

....------ — —

------ -------

-
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stature would have been raised several inches.

But she dis

integrates under the pressure of her solitariness, making one
of a distinguished .company of pathetic 0 •Neillian characters;
Like Robert, she stubbornly refuses to look facts in the
face.

But like him - and this is where 0*56111 is different

from his great predecessors in the field of drama, she does
not capitalize on the opportunity thrust upon her of growing
in size.

She ends just as ignobly as Robert, just as limply

as Bartlett.

In trying to infuse life with significance, she

makes matters worse for herself.
saint" or she will not live.

Caleb must be a "plaster-

As she puts it.

Maybe it's my Suit more*n your*n. It*s like
this Caleb. Ever since we was little, I.guess :
I*ve always had the idea that you were - diff’rent.
And when we growed up and got engaged I thought,
that more and more. And you was diff’rent tooj
And that was why I loved you. And now you’ve proved
you ain’t. And so how can I love you any more? I
don’t, Caleb, and that’s all there is to it. You’ve
busted something wav down inside me - and I can’t
love you no more.
:
:

.

This is.a declaration of weakness and not one of strength as
22
Winther would have it. There is something hopelessly adoles
cent about such a wilful attitude.

And as O ’Neill becomes

more conscious, he generalizes his idealism and makes it ap
ply not only to society as in this case, but to the universe
ns a whole.

Because" Winther loses himself in admiration for

20. Diff’rent p. 212
”v! """"" !
”
22. While he says nothing.on this specific passage, all his
arguments tend in this direction
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O ’Neil V a romantic gesture, he fails to see impli oat ions. It
is for this reason that the inevitable Bays Without Bn& takes
him by surprise*
In rebelling against the emptiness that surrounds him,
O ’Neill works himself up into a frenzy.

His attitude is-de

cidedly unhealthy, emotional and Unthinking rather than in
tellectual and calculating.

Far from removing the causes of

the sickness of today, he is himself contaminated by it.

The

job that he sets out to do requires a cool head, not a fever
ish one. By approaching it all aflame with passion, O ’Neill
leaves himself unprotected.

As a result he suffers more pain

than his more analytical contemporaries.

Maugham has his

Philip Carey torturad by the despicable, unaccountable Mildred
but at the end he determinedly marries. Philip off to the
stolid^ uninteresting Sally. The most that Philip can expect
" ,-1
■235 ■
■
%
from Sally is salve for his wounds.
He does not demand de
lirious happiness as O ’Neill’s characters do.
In "Anna Christie” O ’Neill breaks out once again into
an emotional rash.

Chris sends Anna inland, hoping that life

on a farm will do her good.

As he tells Marthy,

You know Marthy, Ay never write for her to come,
1cause Ay tank A y ’m no good for her. But all time
Ay hope like hell some day she vant for see me and
den she come.*. What you tank she look like, Marthy?
Ay bet you she’s fine, good strong gel, pooty like
HellJ Living on a farm made her like dat. And Ay bet
you some day she marry good, steady land fallar here
in East, have home all her own, have kits - and dan
A y ’m ole grandfader, py golly. 22

2a. Incidentally,

Philip, unlike Dion or Murrary, Bartlett
or Robert is coldly intellectual in type.
2&. “Anna Christie” p, 24
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when his daughter puts in an appearance showing all evidence of
having been engaged in the ,fworld’s oldest profession” , her face
lined with care and.made hideous by rouge, he stares at her ad
miringly and says impulsively,

;

You know you was awful pooty gel, Anna? Ay bet
all men see you fall in love with you, by yiminy.25
His blindness is necessary to the story, but it is also a part
of O ’Neill’s romantic pattern.
live on life’s terms.

Sven he, blunt and stodgy,cannot

He must cover its ragged edges with some

padding or be hurt.: He.does not realize that by evading reality
he is storing up future trouble.
In the big denouement scene, Anna makes a clean breast of
her past life*

She tells how her cousin starts her on the down

grade, how the men in St. Paul caged her in with their desire,
and finally, how she went into a "joint".

This has a physical

effect on old Chris; his knees sag, and he begins to whimper.
His Anna a"prostitute;
As if this were not enough, O ’Neill pulls a really laughable
stunt in the final act.

Not satisfied with old Chris’s self-de

ception, he puts Mat through the paces.

The big, simple seaman

cannot live without his beloved Anna, so he comes back from the
saloons and brothels to which he had rushed after hearing the
bad news.

He is prepared to hoodwink himself; taking a small

cheap old crucifix from.his pocket, he says to Anna,
Will you swear on this?
zzb. "Anna Christie"

pp. 33 and 34.

------- ---------------

Anna, (reaching out for it)
it to me*
.

Yes. Sure I will.Give

Burke. (Holding it away) "Tie a cross was given me
by my mother, God rest her so&l. (He makes the sign
of the cross mechanically) I was a lad only, and
she told me to keep it by me if I ’d. be waking or
sleeping, and never lose it, and it’d bring me
luck. She died soon after. But I ’m keeping it
with me from that day to this, and I ’m telling you
there’s great power in it, "and ’tis great bad luck
it’s saved me from and me roaming the seas# and I
having it tied round my neck when my last ship sunk,
and it bringing me safe to land when the others went
to their death. (Very earnestly) And I ’m warning you
now, if you’d swear an oath on this, ’tis my old
woman herself will be looking.down from Hivin above
and praying Almighty God and the Saints to put a great
curse on you*if she’d hear you swearing a liej
Anna. (Awed by his manner - superstitiously) I wouldn’t
have the nerve * honest - if it was a lie....
Burke, (handing it to her > almost frightenedly, as
if he beared for her safety) Be careful what you’d
sweat, I ’m saying.
Anna* (Holding the eross glpgrly) Well - what do you
want me to swear? You say it..
..
At this point 0 ’Neill cuts ldosi:'frbmrreality.- :"-.
Burke. Swear I ’m the only man in the world ivir you
felt love for..
.
.
.
Anna* (Looking into his eyes steadily) 1 I swear it.
O ’Neill is about ready to ahter She worldadftrAmahhe.
Burke. And that you’ll be forgetting from this day
all the badness you’ve done and never do the like
of it again.
Anna, (forcibly) I swear it:

I swear it by God:

.
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Barke heaves a stupendous sigh. His fears have been set at rest
and now he oan marry her. But as he Is about to put his arm
about her waist preparatory to kissing her, he stops, appalled
by some terrible doubt.

Fiercely, questioningly, he says,

Is It Catholic ye are?
Anna, (confused) No. Ihy?

;

Burke, (filled with a sort of bewildered foreboding)
Oh, God, help me!
(With a dark glance of suspicion
at her) There's some divil's ttickery in it, to be
swearing an oath on a Catholic cross and you wan of
the others;
Anna, (distractedly) Oh, Mat, don't you believe me?
Burke, (miserably)

If it isn't a Catholic you are -

Anna. I ain't, nothing. What's the difference? Didn't
you hear me swear?
So great is his passion that he lets the oat out of the bag. He
tells us, lest we should not have deduced it by this time, that
he must have her in spite of everything,
Burke. Oh, I'd a right to staymay from you - but I could
n't - I was loving you in spite of it all and wanting
to be with you, God forgive me, no matter what you
are. I'd go mad if I'd not have you! I'd be kill
ing the.world - (He seizes her in his arms and kisses
her fiercely).
It is as if O'Neill has decided to make no pretences.

He will

admit openly that he is determined to pull the wool over his
"qyes if this will shut out a scene of desolation.; Burke, unlike
John Loving in every other respect, is like him in this: he can

*

"Anna Christie'"™ p-p.' 109-115.

---— "

; ■'v ^
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and will cheat at the game of life. Very significantly, "Anna
Christie" and Days Without End are etiosngBf 0 •Neill *s weaker l/j
plays.

Apparently, O ’Neill cannot write well when he allows

his romantic nature to run rampant.
The Emperor Jones is a Great God Brown in miniature.
Brutus, up until the time of his flight, resembles Brown be
fore the latter assumes Dion’s individuality. He is imperious,
successful in

a materialistic way and cocksure. But when he

gets lost in the forest all his self-confidence oozes away. No
longer is he the strutting emperor, no longer is he a primitive
Mammon.

The phantoms of his past slowly hut steadily break him

down.There is a great difference, between his early speech,
If I finds out dem niggers believes dat blank
is white, dan I yells it out louder *n deir loudest.
It don’t git me nothin’ to do missionary work for de
Baptist Church. I ’se after de coin, a n ’ I lays my
Jesus on de shelf for de time bein’.... (He reaches
in under the throne and pulls out an expensive
Panama hat;•. and sets it jauntily on his head) So
long white manI (With a grin) See you in jail some
time, maybe.'
and his terror-stricken cry for mercy.
Oh, Lawd, LawdJ Oh, Lawd, Lawd.V (Suddenly he
throws himself on his knees and raises his clasped
hands to the sky - in a voice of agonized pleading)
Lawd -Jesus, heah my prayerJ I ’se a po ’ sinner, a
po* sinner: I knows I done wrong, I knows it....
(He gets to his feet evidently slightly reassured
by his prayer - with attempted confidence) De
Lawd’ll preserve me from dem ha'nts after dis.26
.

The forest is to him %hat Dion’s mask is to Brown* at instru
ment of torturei

He begins to suffer only when he sloughs his

Nine Plays
pp. 15-16
2g. Ibid.
p. 26

--- --------- --------- -
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civilization and rubs hia naked nerves against nature.

In this

he is as poetic in a fundamental sense as the "renovated*
Brown.

Where Brown, as a higher animal, consciously seeks an

answer to the riddle of the universe, Brutus has it thrust
upon him.

For both life is an interplay of blind, antagonistic

forces, ah electrical disply whose conclusion is death; Curious
ly enough, annihilation comes to Brown as it does to Brutus;
he is shot down like a mad pig. O ’Meill evidently believes
that the tragedy of modern life follows man up and down the
animal ladder.

The only thing necessary to the projection

of this dismal drama is a minimum of consciousness,
Yank is very much like Brutus.

At the beginning of The

Hairy Ape he is truculent, powerful end sure of himself. When
Long, the SooMist, makes a soap-box speech on the rights of
the workers, Yarik shuts him up contemptuously.

To him, class-

89
consciousness is as pitiable as''religion*
De Bible/huh? De cap't'list class, huh? Aw,
nix on dat Salvation Army-Socialist, bull. Git a
soapbox.
1 Hire a hall! Come and be saved, huh?
*Terk us to Jesus, huh? Aw g ’wan! I ’ve listened,
to lots of guys like you, see. Yuh1re all wrong.
Wanter know what I t ’ink* Yuh ain’t no good for
no one. Yuh’re de bunk. Yuh ain’t got no noive,
get me? Yuh’re yellow, dat’s what. Yellow, dat’s
you. Say! What’s dem slobs In de foist cabin got
to do wit you? W e ’re better men dan dey are, ain’t
we? Sure.’ One us guys could clean up de whole
mob wit one mit. Fut one of ’em down here for one
watch in de stokehole, what’d happen? Dey’d carry
him off on a stretcher.... Dey*re just baggage.
89. O ’Neill’s position on religion at the time.

Who makes dis old tub run? Ain’t it us guys?
Well, den, we belong, donJt we? W® belong and
dey don’t. Dat’a a
l
l
.
;
But he sings d different tune when Mildred walks ihto the
stokehole.
ed.

His-mouth falls open and his eyes grow bewilder

Soon he is talking 6n the defensive. He tells himself

how good he is, he flexes his powerful museles, but to no
avail*
Say, who is dat skoit, huh, what is she?
What’s she come from? Who made her? Who
give her denoive to look at me like that?
Dis ting’s got my goat right. I don’t get
her..a T With growing anger) But one thing
I'm wise.to, aw right, aw right t You’se all
kin bet your skoits I ’ll git even wit her... She
grinds de^grgan and I ’m on de string, huh? I ’ll
On Fifth Avenue he cannot even make a dent in the conscious
ness of the marionettes who saunter by. He blocks one gentle
m a n ’s way and he approaches a

lady familiarly, but nothing

happens; they merely ignore him.
fly a terrific swing*

At one gentlemen he lets

It lands full in his fat face, but

the gentleman stands unmoved as if nothing has happened,
*1 beg your pardon” , says he, and then, irritably, ”You have
made me lose by bus.”

:^

-•

;

- .•

.

In jail Yank learns that the I.W.W. is a sworn enemy of
the type of person he is trying to revenge himself-upon. Con-*
8
3
The llairy Aye p. 44
^bid p* 64 ...
.-■-... ' 38. Ibid p. 72

..—

■
.
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sequently, when he is released, he makes a bee-line for one
of its locals. He intends to put himself at their service,
the more vicious their work the better.
O ’Neill’s description of the meeting place is of the
utmost importance.
The interior of the room , which is general:
assembly room, office and reading room, resembles
some dingy settlement boys’ club, a desk and high
stool are in one corner. A.table with papers,
stacks of pamphlets, chairs about it, is at center.
The whole is decidedly cheap, banal,commonplace arid unmysterious as a room could well beiS*
What does 0 ’Neill demand of a workers * headquarters, the
mystic symbolism of ah: orient alt religibh? No wonder he found
Marxism; wanting when he tried it soon after his disillusion
ment with the Church.

His warm emotional nature is repulsed

. .

by the.harshness and severity of the Protestant God,

sa

so

what chance .does the even more unfriendly philosophy of the
Marxists have?

O ’Neill does'hot really give.Yank a fair

chance to find himself amongst the workers. He gives him a
soul, murky as it is, just as he plagues Reuben with a mys
tical temperament when the latter tries to find a new allembracing meaning in the dynamo.

Whether he is creating an

ape or an arch atheist he always leaves room for a little
mysticism.

It is this tendency, not to mention other, more

tell-tale clues, which gives him awayV
55. The Hairy Ape.
p. 78
1
-.
Sa. Of. strange interlude and the talk of God the mother and
God the father.
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But to return to Yank.

He makes hjteproposal of whole

sale destruction to the I.W.W. *8 and much to his amazement
he gets ."the hum’s rush".

As he picks himself up, Yank tells

himself bitterly that he does not even belong with "dem holds".
At the zoo he makes the even more painful discovery that he
is more unfortunate than the gorilla.

As the gigantic animal

rattles the bars of his cage and snarls, Yank says excitedly,
Sure{ Bat’s de way it hits me, too. On’y yuh’re
lucky, see? Yhh don’t belong wit ’em and yah know
it. But me, I belong wit ’em but I don’t, see? Bey
don’t belong wit me, dat’s what. Get me? Tinkin’ is
hard - (He passes one hand across his forehead with
a painful gesture. The gorilla growls impatiently;
Yank goes on gropingly) It’s dis way, what I ’m
'
drlvin’ at. Youse can sit and dope dream in de past,
green woods, $e jungle and de rest of it. Den yuh
belong and dey don’t. Den yuh kin laugh at ’em,
see? Y u h ’re de champ of de woild.,But me - I
ain’t got no past to tink inj nor nothin’ dat’s
cornin’, o n ’y what’s now - and dat don’t belong.
Sure, you’re de best offJ Yuh can*ttink, can yuh?
Yuh can’t talk, neider. But I kin make a bluff at
talkin’ and tinkin’ - a* most git away wit it a ’ mosti - and dat’s where de joker comes in. (He
laughs) I ain’t on oith and I ain’t in heaven, get
me? I ’m in de middle tryin’ to separate ’em, takin’
all de woist punches from bot’ of ’em. Maybe dat’s
what dey call hell, huh? But you, yuh’re at de bot
tom. You belong 2 sure i Yuh’re delon’y one in de
woild dat does, yuh lucky stiff J*5®
Though little more than a beast, Yank senses and sympathizes
with the despair of the modern man. Nowhere else in his plays
does O ’Neill give this feeling of hopelessness such complete
and satisfying an expression. He seems to be more at home with
% . Nine tlays

p, 66
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the inarticulate people; the people who feel rather than
think. When hie characters begin to talk in more philosophical
terms;they cease to be as tragic and as convincing. Here, where
O ’Neill can indulge in intuitional thinking, he is at his best.
■ In All God’s Chillum Got Wings. O ’Neill poses the problem
of miscegenation; ; Because of his class background, he sees
intermarrddge between the white,and blsuck races as an oppor
tunity of tracing the tragic course of Man.

Never particularly

intellectual, Ella and Jim fast degenerate.into abject creatures
of God. And when this happens, their only way out of their pit
of unhappiness is death. For God promises them no solace. Jim
enlarges on the ironic title of the play by saying,
:

Maybe He can forgive what you’ve done to me; and
maybe He can forgive what I ’ve done to you; hut I
don’t see how H e ’s going to forgive Himself.

His subsequent change of mind, his ecstasy of religious humility,
is quite beside the point. In its tendency to leap the oonetrain•
3s
; •
ing bounds of fact, it is, Winther notwithstanding,
typically
O ’Neillian. Tilhen ■jTlm excitedly accepts his cross, he is as far
removed from reality as

.

Pope is from nature.

Forgive me God - and make me worthy i Now I
see your light again! Now I hear your voice!
forgive me God for blaspheming you! Let this
fire of burning suffering purify me of selfish
ness and make me worthy of the child you send
me for the w.oman'you take awayi3
38
*
6

36. Nine Plays
pi 132 •
■ ;
■
r; v ■.;
■
39.” If O ’Neill has an affirmative philosophy it is to accept
reality and to deny the illusion". Eugene O ’Neill. A Cri- tioal Study pi 17
38. Nine Plays ; p. 133.
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This ending remihisoent of Murray’s forcible rejection ctf ma
terialism and science, is no better and■no worse than the one
which O ’Neill gives Days Without End» The s imilarity -between
Jim Eind John runs deeper than the surface resemblance of their
names.

They, along with Ella and Elsa, draw upon a common

fount of emotionality^

'

-

Reason should have told Ella that Jim was superior to all
the whites she has known.

In fact, she gives expression to

this fact once, but it apparently has ho lasting significance
for her^
with him.

When she marries Jim, she refuses to have intercourse
As time goes bn she becomes increasingly sensitive

about her misalliance and she begins to taunt Jim with his re
lative backwardness ,-with his inability to,pass bar examinations.
Notfor a moment can she burst the bonds of her class prejudices;
she is too completely a creature of Impulse.

All her life she

has been thrown from pillar to post, the propelling force always
being some mood or whim.

First she is drawn to Mickey,.the

coarse, vulgar prize-fighter; then, though she looks down upon
negroes, she.agrees In' a sentimental moment to marry Jim.

Very

plainly, she is not the type to see through the falsity of the
racial inferiority theory.

;

Characteristic of people in their stratum in society, Jim
Ella and Hattie are hypersensitive about color. As a child Jim
eats chalk to eradicate all signs of his race;

Ella dislikes

being called *!Painty Face!’; and Hattie talks proudly, of the
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fight that her race must win in order to tie happy.

No one of

them seems aware of the possibility of successful intermarriages.
All are too completely under the influence of their class ideo.

-

■

•• *

logy.
As a playwright O'Neill is privileged to adopt whatever
viewpoint he deems best.

If he belives that Jim and Ella repre

sent their races he may give them a universal significance. But
it remains to us to observe that O'Neill plays the game with
loaded dice; he give his characters as little strength of mind
as possible.

It is this which interests us.

Himself a bundle

of moods, O'Neill is predisposed to creatures of the same temper
ament.

■

'‘ '
•

Welded seems like a first draft of The Great God Brown.
Michael and the prostitute resemble Dion and Cybel respectively;
society has a demoralizing effect on idealistic people; and
Christianity is indicated as the only possible solution of the
modern problem.

The plays differ only in this: In Welded the

theme is developed by means of a fierce monologue, whereas in

.

The Great God Brown more elaborate e ontrivanees are used.
The stage directions and editorial comment contain the germ
of O'Neill's idea.

As. Michael comes into the room "a circle of
39
light follows him*'.
Eleanor too has a spotlight playing upon
her.

“These two circles of light, like auras of egoism, emphasize

and intensify Eleanor and Michael throughout the play.
M.

weldetf

p. 177

“

'

:

There is

------ ---— -- — —

----
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10
no other lighting.”

Obviously, 0 ,Neill wishes us to be im

pressed with the strong antagonism which keeps civilized beings
apart.
Then O'Neill tells us that Michael's "unusual face is a
harrowed battlefield of super-sensitiveness, the features at
war with one another - the forehead of a thinker, the eyes of
a dreamer, the nose and mouth of a sensualist.

One feels a power

ful imagination tinged with somber sadness... There is something
tortured about him-a passionate tension, a self-protecting, ar
rogant defiance of life and his own weakness, a deep need for
30. •
love as a faith in which to relax."
Apparently, he is of the
same flesh and blood as Murray and Jim, Dion and John.

Soon he

will be searching for a more flattering meaning them the biolo
gists and scientists give us.

And in good time he will be pulled

down to earth by some rationalistic force.
In the very first scene-Cape begins his self-flagellation.
When Eleanor suggests that there is s.dawn of reality after every
beautiful, romantic night of love, Michael says insistently,
But haven't we realized the ideal of our marriage not for us the ordinary family rite, you'll rememberJ...
Our marriage must be a eomsummation demanding and com- .
• bining. the best in each of us!.,. We'd tend our flame
on an altar, not in a kitchen range.'
Then giving us the tipoff on his character,
It has been what #e dreamed, hasn’t it, Nelly?
But there is a devil in him; he cannot let sleeping dogs lie. He

io. welded*

p. 177

% . .Ibid
48. Ibid

p. 178
p. 185

~~

^T””

~

----
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stirs up Eleanor*8 resentment when he recalls her previous af
fairs with.men. So savage become his recriminations that one
can plainly see the thinker and the poet at war< • within him*
At bottom he realizes that love is an artificially constructed
value, but he fiercely combats the implications.
When he rushes out into the night, he intends to revenge
himself not only on Eleanor but also on society. He is going to
tear the last shreds of civilization off him and live like an
animal3 but he;is too hopelessly romantic.

When the prostitute

takes him to a room, he cannot bring himself to destroy the allimportant fiction that he believes in.

From the unnatural in

tensity with which he says,

-

:

:

^

You’re my salvation.* You.have the power - and
the right - to murder love. *
one can forsee his failure.

He is so much of a poet that, facts

or no facts, he will have his dream. The prostitute gives us the
first inkling of her wisdom when she reproves him for his frigh
tened indifferenoe,

"

You was full enough of bull when you met me. Gawd,
I thought you’d get us both pinched. You acted like
you was crazy. Remember kissing me on the corner
with the whole mob.pipin’ us off.**

.

Cape’s desire to mortify himself packs up and leaves in the face
of such brutal reality.
up his pose.

Rather than descend so low he will give

However, he does take something away from the ex

perience.
IS. welded
44. Ibid

p. Al7
p. 215

"""

"

"

------------ —

— =--- —

“
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Cape. Why did you smile when you said h e ’d beat
you,anyway? . .
_
vr
-

- :

Woman. I was thinking of the whole game. It’s
funny, ain’t it?
Cape, (slowly) fou mean - life?
Woman. Sure. You got to laugh, ain’t you? You
got to loin to like it.
. Cape. Yes2 That’s it! That’s exactly it! that
goes deeper than wisdom. To learn to love life to accept it and be exalted - that’s the one faith
left to us!
(Then with a tremulous smile) Goodbye.
I ’ve joined your church. I ’m going home,;
Woman. Sure that’s the stuff. Close your eyes and
your feet’ll take you there.
Cape. (Impressed again) Yes! yes! Of course they
would! They’ve been walking there for thousands
of years - blindly. However, now. 1*11 keep my
eyes open - and learn to like It.T*.
Thereafter, he has the courage to fail, but, as he puts it, he
fails "with pride - with joy", His dreams are restored to him
but now they are deeper and m r e beautiful.

Life will be a

drama of pain, but it will end in happiness; they will be united
incifesusj in love.
In Desire Under the Elms, the characters are tossed about
by their lusts.
desires.

Even Ephraim, gaunt and grim, is a prey to fierce

If he can say,

-

. ;

Yew air my Rose o * Sharon! Behold, yew air fair;
yer eyes air doves; yer lips air like scarlet; yef
two breasts air like two fauns;; yer navel be like,a
round goblet; yer belly be like a heap o' wheat.4
6
5
45. Welded
p. .2Z&-4
46. Desire Under the Rims

p. 167

\
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how much more passionate can the younger Abbie aad Eben be!
Their love is one fierce flame.

While it lasts, no amount

of preaching can restrain them.

They allow their emotions,

their animal urges, to dictate a way of life.

So intense are

they that they are caught unprepared by the inevitable under
tow.

A more rational behavior would have prevented the out

come.

; "

:' :

■
-

-

■

O'Neill's emotional nature finds eocpression in more ways
than onei

Not only are his characters tempestuous and ter

rible^ but his hatred of God - a Protestant one - is fierce
and unyielding.

In Ephraim’s proud account of his life ie

contained a passionate criticism of God the father.
Wdal - this place was nothin' but field# o'
stones. Folks laughed when I tuk it. They couldn't
know what I knowed. When ye kin make corn sprout
out o' stones, God's livin' in yew; They wa'n't
strong enuf fur that.'... They reckoned God was
easy..; They're all under ground - for follerin'
after an easy God. God hain't easy.. . But I
give in t' weakness once. 'Twas arter I'd been here
two year. I got weak, despairful - they was so many
stones. They was a party leavin', givln' up, goin'
West. I.joined them... We come to broad madders,
plains, whar the soil was black an* rich as gold.
Nary a stone.. But somethin' in me fit me an* fit
me;., an* I lit but back t'hum...Ay-eh. I aotooly
give up what was my rightful minej God's hard, not
easy! God's in the stones.V. Then this spring the
call come - the voice o* God oryin* in my wilderness,
of my lonesomeness - t'go out an' seek an* find.
(Turning to her with strange passion) I sought ye
an* I found ye! Yew air my Rose o' Sharon.' Yer
eyes, air like...
Desire Under the aims n. 172

"

--------------
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Even, old hickory finds sympathy necessary.
of piling stone on stone.

Even he gets tired

And when the lust begins to drip

from every eave in the house, he goes to sleep with the eora«
They give him a certain, essential warmth, a kinship with na
ture#
:

**

■

-•.■ *

'-

'

Marco Millions shows the same traits in reverse.

- "ft
In this

lukewarm and superficial satire,:0 1Neill expresses his detestation of the Babbitt, the type of creature who considers money
and speed more important than soul#

Marco looks into the eyes

of Kukaohin and sees nothing but symptoms of this or that di
sease.

The little poetry with which.he starts life has long

been stamped out of him by his grasping father and greedy uncle.
So impoverished has he become spiritually that Kublai says,

..

My hideous suspicion is that God is only an,in.
finite^ insane energy which creates and destroys
without other purpose than to pass eternity in
avoiding thought. Then the stupid mem becomes the
Perfect Incarnation of Omnipotence and the Polos are
the true children of GodI (He laughs bitterly) Ha?
How long before we shall be permitted to ..die, my
friend? I begin to resent life as the insllt of
an ignoble inferior with whom it is a degradation
to fight.48
~
.

By now the reader recognizes this a s 0 ’Neill ,s theme song."

It

recurs again and again in future plays^
In The Great God Brown. 0 "Neill ddsrobea.

If we do not

see him clearly it is not because he has been timid about re
vealing himself.
i®. Nine Plays

For by the use of masks and sololoquies,
p . *91™.' . .

:

.

-- —

",
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0 •Neill exposes his very soul.
Dion hates everything that Brown represents, materialistic
culture, achievement and success.

It is Brown's G6d who looks

Dion*s mother in a dark closet; it is Brown’s ideology.,.' which
turns Margaret away from the real Dlca% and, finally, it is the
old Roman in Brown, as opposed to the Greek aesthet* in Dion,
who usurps Dion’s place in Oybel’s home.

The spirit of mater

ialism, the ogre of science invades every nook and cranny of
Dion’s being and deprives him of peace.

Whenever he attempts

to be himself, passionate, dreamy and shy, Mammon enters by the
front door without so much as a "by your leave".

After a time

this encroachment kills Dion; between Brown, on the one hand,
and himself on the other - he must impart a higher meaning to .
life than Cybel offers him - he is suffocated.

He goes to the

same grave which Sank and Bartlett and Mrs. Kenney, Dreamy and
Murrayy and Robert occupy.
the grave."

"The paths of glory lead but to

O ’Neill is the same throughout, - the "romantic

dreamer governed by the ambitious ’thinker’."
As The Fountain opens, Juan Ponce de Leon is adventurous
but disciplined, romantic but self-mastered.
the age-old commodity of poets,
bagatelle.

He sneers at love,

he ridicules peace,

a mere

On, on must he go, without rest and without comfort.

He is a man of action;4
*
9
49. Description of Juan £onoe de Leon
"Life is nobler than the weak lies of poets - or it is no-thing." The Fountain p. 106
61# "Peace means stagnation - a slack ease of cavaliers and
songs and faded roses." Ibid p. 106.
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Maria, characteristically, sees through his pose.

She

tells him prophetically,
You are noble, the soul of courage, a man of men.
You will go far, soldier of rion - and dreamer. God
pity you if those two selves should ever clashI56
Juan is moved to melancholy thought, but he shrugs it off. If
that conflict can arise in him then even the most mighty men
may be stricken by doubt.

He leaves Spain with a chip on his

shoulder” anxious to conquer hew lands for his kingt
On board the Santa Anna he and Columbus clash.

He has no

patience with the latter*s ardent^ religious enthusiasm. "The
Crusades are dead," he tells‘the Genoese sailor, "and the
wealth of the Hast is still unwon... God's blood," he continues
with exasperated mockery, "have all our leaders become half
monk?"

Juan will live'to rue this speech; as age creeps up

on him, he begins to question the life which he has been lead
ing, the life of purposeless, meaningless activity.

Then he

allows Nano, the treacherous Indian chieftan, to lead him on "a
wild goose chase" to Florida.

If he cannot find youth, his

worldly ambition will turn to gall and wormwood*

For this has

been his only staff in life.
At the fountain he finds something better, - love.
;

Love is a flower
Forever blooming
Beauty a fountain
Forever flowing*
2
5

be. The Fountain p. 108
52. Ibid.
p. 124
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-;

Upward into the source of sunshine,
Upward into the azure heaven;
. One with God but
;
Ever returning
58=
: To kiss the earth that the flower may live.

.

He dies in peace, his soul one with the song. Only when cue
becomes introspective does one approach the truth in life. Or
so O ’Neill seems to say,
Lazarus Laughed plays on the same theme.

One has only

to compare it with Andreieff*s version of the same story to
see what kind of temperament O ’Neill has. He shies away from
reality as from the plague. Always it is a faith of one kind
or another that he clings to.
is deadJ

In this play the drug is, "Death

There is only laughterJ

In Strange Interlude O ’Neill lashes out at the unrealistic
approach to life, but he joins the party of romanticists who
are on the lookout for a meaning. In one place he has Darrell
sayRomantic imagination! It has ruined more lives
than all the diseases; Other diseases, I should
say! I t ’s a form of insanity!5* '
but at another he has the same person say with remorseful tender
ness,

v'

vv

-

v:.;

./ '•

x. '

: Dreadful, what you’ve done, Nina? Why.you’ve:
given me the only happiness I ’ve ever known! And
no matter itiiat I may say or do in bitterness, I ’m
proud - and grateful, NinaJ5^
Here, as always, O ’Neill fluctuates between the ideal of a dull5
6
4
54. The Fountain"
55. Nine M a y s
56. Ibid.
59. Ibid.

p. 191
p. 895
p. #84
p. 626
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and xmeventfull security and that of a tortured, poignant
struggle with life.

He oasts his vote for the former, but not

until all his characters have been through hell.

Their torment

has been so great that ^arrell says with a cry of anguish,
Oh God, so deaf and dumb and blind!...
teach me to be resigned to be an atom!...56
"Even if one did not have

all O'Neill's other plays to

judge by one could classify O'Neill by Dynamo.

Reuben Light

forsakes the God of Jevovah, but retains all his religious
feeling.

Thus when he begins worshipping the dynamo/ he fasts

and denies himself the satisfaction of intercourse with Ida.
When his desire becomes very strong, he addresses the machine,
begging for permission to break his celibate vows.

Strangely,

and yet characteristically, the dynamo has all the qualities of
his mother. Thus when he immolates himself in expiation of his
sin, he returns to her womb.
,1 don't want any miracle. Mother! I don't want
to know the truth! I only want you to hide me.
Mother!.Never let me go from you again! Please,
Mother.'59
With O'Neill this is always a place of rest.
In Mourning Becomes Electra crabbed age blights rosy youth.
EzraaMannon puts a ban on love in his household and forces Chris
tine to seek it with Brant.

When the old general repents, it

is too late; Christine has plotted his death.

Unfortunately

for her; a fury in the shape of her daughter sets out to avenge5
*
6
56. Nine Plays
p. 680 "
5t. Dynamo
p. 158

~
•
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the murder.

So implacable is Vinnie that Christine takes the

easiest way out - death.
When Lavlhta takes her place, even to the point of wearing
the same kind of clothes, she too feels the flowering effect
of love. "Love is all beautiful^" she tells Peter, much to his
amazement. "There was something mysterious and beatttiful - a
good spirit - of love - coming out of the land and sea.
me forget death.

There was no hereafter.

It made

There was only this

world, the warm earth in the moonlight - the trade wind in the
coeo-plams - the surf on the reef - the fires at night and the
drum throbbing in my heart - the natives dancing naked and innocent - without knowledge of sinjw
when she sings this tune?
Kublai Khan for another.

Whom does Lavinfca recall

Juan Ponce de Leon for one, and
To read the roll would be to list

all of O ’Neill*8 leading characters;

For O ’Neill is essentially

a romanticist;
Days Without %id recapitulates all that has gone before.
With no intrinsic value of its own, the play performs a valuable
function in tracing O ’Neill’s circular line of march.

For as

the spiritual autobiography of the playwright, it contains do
cumented material on his development as a "thinker” .

It tells

you that when O ’Neill slammed the door of the Catholic Church
he found himself all dressed up and plenty of places to go.
Some of the philosophers that he sojourned with are: Karl Marx
feo. Nine plays

p. 834.
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in his adulterated fora, Karl Mart in his pristine glory,
Nietsohe, Lao Tze, and Buddha, Pythagoras, Plato and Plo
tinus.

To one and all he paid his respects; from one and

all he received a few crumbs. Then, not overly burdened by
the knowledge he had acquired, he picks up a girl by the
wayside.

Soon his love for her prompt#:! him to return to

the maternal bosom, the Catholic Church,

-as the curtain

rises on the first act, we find John and Loving, romanticist
and rationalist, locked in mortal combat#

On dhe outcome

of this struggle depends John’s salvation or damnation. Be
fore long, O'Neill takes all the zest out of the fight by
notifying you that he as referee is going to award the vic
tory to John.
John has married Elsa, the last of a long line of Isms,
but cannot live in happiness with her because of the insinu
ations of his alter ego i "What if she should die?" Loving
asks. "Then you will discover that she has just been a means
of betraying you to Life."

John recognizes the acutness of

these remarks and obediently attempts to defile and thus kill
his love.

But he repents and falls on his knees to pray when

Elsa declares;'

'

'

"

You made our love a smutty joke..i You were
hating me underneath, hating our happiness, hat
ing the ideal of our marriage you had given me,
which had become all the beauty and truth of life
to me!... Oh, John, stop talking!,..1 only know.I ___ 8
1

y/

81. That Is; Socialism and Communism respectively.
68 i St is written with a capital letter.
f' r

■■■ -V

'

' ■• : ; •

...

.. '

.
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,

hate life; It's dirty and insulting and evili
I want my dream'hack - or I want to he dead
.with i
t
.... _ -

Loving's jeering raises him to his feet. Not much later, how
ever, he gains the whiphand over this devil's,disciple and
drives him mercilessly to the Church.
Loving is slain.

There he kneels and

For the last time, perhaps, has O ’Neill put

on the gloves with science and rationalism.
an even, quiet road.

Before him lies

If nothing happens on this detour, if

doubts do not return to plague him, he has finished his work
as a significant dramatist.

Ah Wilderness, a

lilac and la

vender comedy, is the first indication of his direction.
Theoretically, it is possible that O'Neill will turn out
another "Divine Comedy1' but practically it is inconceivable.
. 6*
Christian epics do not grow in scientific ground.
And as
Carlyle says, "The "Divina Commedia1 is of ^ante's writing;
yet in truth It belongs to ten Christian centuries, only the
finishing of it is Dante's.

So always the craftsmen there,

the smith with that metal of his, with these tools, with
these cunning methods, - how little of all he does is properly
his work."

One may well ask, v^ho will write a Catholic master

piece for 0 'Neill?

tie himself does not seem to be much im

pressed by Catholicism.

Days Without Znd is a singularly flat

drama, devoid of even the artificially stimulated exaltation
%.

Days without Knd pp. 124-5. It is rather interesting ~
that Richard Dana Skinner of the Commonweal found this
a little thick
66. Today one can never lose oneself completely in mysticism.
To do so for any length of time is to abdicate all sense,
all proportion.
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of The Straw,

And if O ’Neill does not have the necessary

conviction, what spring will he tap for his poetic inspira
tion?

To date he has drawn nothing but brackish water.

every flight has ended with a crash.

His

One can always distin

guish his "poetic" from his plain prose by the greater strain
and awkwardness attaching to the former.

Chapter.III
0 ’iCEitias

^

decadence

:If 0 ’Neill wanted some1 staff to lean:on, If he wanted to
be solaced by a sense of human dignity, why did he not spend
his afternoons in a museum looking at Greek statues?

Or he

might just as well have lived with"the Attic tragedians, Aeschy
lus,Sophocles and Euripides.

Such a prescription is at least

as valid as his recourse to Catholicism; it would have provided
him with an escape from the sordidness of the present.
Apparently, however, the lucidity and serenity of Hellen
istic art are alien to O ’Neill’s, as well as to the contempor
ary American, temperament.

For O ’Neill is essentially a crea

ture of impulse and as such can find comfort only in the pre.- .
.
68.
... •-• ••
•.
natal' -conditions-of life.
There it is warm and cozy, dark
and quiet.

There one may nestle in peace, all one’s needs at

tended to.

The hard, clear sunlight of Greek classical art

would probably act as an irritant on the eyelids of the sensi
tive, primarily sensuous, O ’Neill.
•The difference between O'Neill and Aeschylus - if a gnat
may be compared to a giant - is the difference between a
frenzied, emotional person and the calm, intellectual one.
68. In Many of his plays O ’Neill manifests a desire to return .
to the womb.
^
.
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.O’Neill’s plays are to Aeschylus* as negro primitive sort, ex
aggerated in its accent, is to the cold, clear proportion of
a Venus de Milo.

In this connection; i t ,is rather signifi

cant that the ebony wood carvings of the jun&le folk are being
discovered today.

Apparently, we are of the same tastes^ As

life becomes more violent in its outward manifestations, we
too seize on expressionism as the true artistic medlu^.
marble consistency of Hellenistic art
uninteresting, if not mediocre.

The

strikes us as being

It seems too placed, too

uneventful; furthermore,it t&kes too much for granted.

For /

.

one thing, it assumes that Man is still living with his Gods
oh Olympus, when as a matter of fact, he is travelling wearily
through a vale of tears.

We,most of us at any rate, scorn the

deception but attempt to compensate for our littleness by
stressing our good points in an almost hysterica1 way.

It is

this which accounts for O ’Neill’s experiments with expressionism.
His recourse to technical innovations is not the only
_
66
evidence that O ’Neill is a decadent.
In his renunciation
of reason and his espousal of faith, 0 ‘Neill reflects the view
point of one section of the dying.bourgeois class.

Unable to

face the conclusions which history is forcing upon them, this
class -is turning-inward.

As a result, their art 1 s becoming

formless and pulpy, meaningless and chaotic. OINeill’s Great6
6&. In the Elizabethan period, Ford and Webster showed their
decadence by their striving after new effects.
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God Bromx is an excellent example of the effect of mysticism
upon literature;
takes flight.

When reason is driven out of the door, art

_

,This is true, at any rate, of this period of

:society^ development. 'Not having a leg to stan# upon, the
mystics cannot present an orderly, composed appearance. . All
their

efforts are turned to the fundamental one of just get

ting along, just standing upright; It is only when their
artists are stringently analytical that the hourgeoiasproduce
beautiful art;

For then they face resolutely farnward and

extract all the colors from the sunset of their civilization.
0 ‘Neill is representative of the lesser kind of middle
class artist; he turns his back on the decline of American
capitalism and hastens to the portals of the Catholic Church;
There, in the shadow of the crucifix, he tries to still his
pounding hearts

So far he has apparently been successful, but

what an exorbitant price he has paidJ

For the privilege of

a moment’s relaxation, he has sacrificed his golden opportunity
that of recording the passing of ah order;

His artist’s eye

should have told him he was leaving a magnificent scene; there
is more drama in the collapse of a civilization than there is
in the contemplation of an already dead Cod.

But of course

O ’Neill, being ope of the many people threatened by annihila
tion, had to pick up his skirts and scurry;
6%. Hemingway and Proust are two examples.

■. ’ ,

.
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In one respect thoughj O'Neill is great.

Long before the

crash occurred, he wrote as if he had a premonition of what was
6©
.
.
going to happen.
The Emperor Jones and "The Hairy Ape", un
like all the conventional plays that were then holding the
stage, expressed the conviction that life was dreary and deso
late, not rosy and beautifuls

Curiously, yet inevitably,',

O'Neill never understood what was wrong with the universe.
He attributed everything to the inroads of science. "The play
wright of today," he wrote in a letter to George Jean Nathan,
"must dig at the roots of the sickness of today as he feels
it - the death of the old God ahd the failure of science and
materialism to give any satisfying new One for the surviving
primitive religious instinct to find a meaning for life in, and
.
69
.. .. .... .
.
to comfort its fears of death withi"
He was too much a part of his environment to be able to appreciate the fact that one
can live without a God.

When the capitalistic structure began

to topple it looked as if God were going to be bpried forever
under the debris.

This frightened him, for it posed the ques

tion of what was going to happen to him after death.

Further

more, if there was no life on the other side of the divide, what
was the significance of the brief sojourn here?
These doubts presuppose aa permanent and eternal human pre
dicament.

It is a commonplace that with the change in teehno-6
1

61. perhaps it was in the air and he caught it, not being immune to all contagious ideas.
.69. Intimate Notebooks p; 180
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;-logy, Man's outlook becomes completely altered.

For the

conquest of nature gives one a sense of nobility, of strength.
And while it is perfectly true that the predicament will re
main with us in some form or another to the end of time, it is
quite conceivable that we may raise ourselves to such a stature
that we will suffer as humans and not as animals.

O'Neill,

apparently, is not satisfied with such a promise.

At the be

ginning of his career he gave every sign that this was all he
sought, but in Days Without End he threw the problem over
board and

adopted the religious solution.

As Strachey points

out, this systematic cultivation of a belief in a survival after
death is not at all necessary.

One may be hone* and yet look

forward with confidence to science's postponement of death.
But O'Neill is such an egotist that he must have this immor
tality himself; it is not enough that his children or his
children's children "shall have the assurance of an indefinite
life.
O'Neill's absorption in himself is just as much a disease
as tonsilitis and arthritis. Because of his concern with him
self, life takes on pessimistic hues.

In no other dramatist

of the post-war era does death play so important a part.

It

is as if life were rotten to the core, when, as a matter of
fact, it is only the particular form of society in which he

io.

Literature and Dialectical Materialism

p.

41
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believes that is ready for the grave. Unlike the conraunist^ he
eannot throw himself Into the business of living with a faith
that can sustain and enrieh life.

The air that he breathes in

reeks with the odor of a putrifying social system and his whole
attitude is contaminated thereby.

To be purged of the poison

that sickens him, it is not necessary that he drop his much. #1
.
valued sophistication;
all that he need do is to accept the
newly-fashioned view of the universe, the communistic one.
" ,For Marx and Hegel cultural progress consists in transfer
ring problems to higher and more inclusive levels. But there
are always problems. History has no other way of answering old
questions than by putting new ones;

Under communism, man ©eases

to suffer as an animal and suffers as a human.

He therewith

*»
qioves from the plane of the pitiful to the plan of the tragic.,w
Until Days Without End came along. 0 *Heill asked for no higher
ideal than this.

All that he wanted was to replace the sense

of despair with a sense of tragedy..
It is easy to find the roots of O'Neill's cowardliness.
Everydplay that he has written,even those pretending to be ma
terialistic and Marxist, shows traces of his petty-bourgeois
attitude.

Reuben Light*s experiment with an electrical God re

veals in a graphic way how saturated 0 *Neill is with religious
.5$. I am talking of the 0*Heill who still struggled with ration■ alism. "
7
<72. Literature and Dialectical M a t erialism f.n. pp. 40-41
...
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feeling. One of Strac&ey's sentences fits this distorted rationalism like a glove. "The stream of orthodox bourgeois cul
ture has flowed on into the sands of agnosticism and is now
-■
-70
fast disappearing into a more and more reactionary mysticism".
Only two plays after this last despairing attempt to face life
like a man O ’Neill embraced his old faith.

It may truly be

said that coming events cast their shadow before.
When Winther says that "O’Neill’s business is not that of
a political scientist; his task is to give dramatic reality to
the deeper, inner universal struggle of man to free himself from
the invisible forces that bind him like Ixion to the wheel of
his discontent," !,he is talking in meaningless spirals. He applies
this formula to "The Hairy Are" and comes away with the "satis
fying" conclusion that Yank’s "problem is the deeper one of the
.■ .
;
:
74
• .
psychological implications of the machine age."
Now if any
thing is true of "The Hairy Ape" it is this: O ’Neill wraps layers
of mysticism about a simple economic problem. Yank does not
'
* : • ''
"belong" merely because he is a worker and not, as both O ’Neill
.

and Winther imply, because he is a human being living in "a
world of chassis".

In Soviet Russia the same pitiable creature

would blossom forth into a self-confident and yet not truculent
shock-trooper.

As with Yank, so with the other O ’Neillian

characters; a change of scenery would do them all good.

What

% . Literature and Dialectical Materialism f.n. pp.' I'O-'dI
74. Eugene O ’Neill: A Critical Study p. 105
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troubles them is not a spiritual uncertainty but only the
problem of finding a society which shall.treat them consider
ately.

The neternaln problems which 0 'Neill tackles always

reduce themselves to a search for a more humane life.

Be

cause 0 •Neill does not realize this and flatters himself that
he dwells in the region of permanent, unchanging, everlasting
verities he shows himself to be a member of the lower middle:
class. We do not need to know that ever "since boyhood, he
had had just two wishes: one, to have some shirts tailored by

a first-class London shirtmaker, and, two, to own a carriage
dog such as.he had seen loping after the rigs of the rich in
' - ""
. -75
his youngster days.*
We.know that all flesh,and particularly
that of the great and undifferentiated members of the lower
middle class, is weak; consequently, we expect 0 •Neill to re
sort to some puerile self-deception when danger looms ahead.
O ’Neill never gets off the ground with his .essayy,at poetry; his sense of depression, his decadence take all the
buoyancy out of him.
ures.

We need not. wonder at his repeated fail

early as the Eighteenth Century the prose which had

been drenched with feeling and emotion, metaphor and paradox,
becomes dry and flat and colorless, drab and plain and homely.
When Bacon raises his banner of science he.proclaims the death
of the old luxuriant style.
-

-

Thus when O ’Neill tries to re-

-

.

-

.

-

capture the Ulusions of the past, the beauty and richness, the7
5
75. Intimate Notebooks

p . 25

——

—
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gold and honey of Donne, Burton and Browne, he makes a sorry
figure. His attempts ring as false as eounterfeit eoins. There
is too much of his own age in the marrow of his bones.

True,

he brings himself to kneel before the crucifix of Christ, but
there is still doubt in the innermost recesses of his brain.
Not for nothing have Darwin and Copernicus, Newton and Huxley
done their work. In their anatomizing of the universe, they
lay bare all of its secrets.

Today one cannot as Donne dii,

go into raptures over the mystery of resurrection. Kings have
been over thrown, religions have been changed, and the soul
has been thrown into the limbo of forgotten things. To say
as Donne did “In the resurrection the soul reads without
spelling and knows without thinking and concludes without
arguing;

she is at the end of her race wihout running; in

her triumph without

fighting; in her haven without

sailing;

a free man without any prentioeship; at full years without,
any wardship; and a doctor without any proceeding; she knows
truly and easily and immediately and entirely and everlasting
ly... t'het a death is this lifej

What a resurrection is this

death!" - how impossible is it for any modern to lose himself
in such ecstaoy.*

-bor the ground has been out out from under

our feet; our wings have been clipped by the shears of science.
Now, poor mortals that we are, we crawl along on our knees, re
sidents and citizens of the society of animals.

0 TNeill being

of the same clay as we, no better and no worse, comes a cropper
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every time he tries to raise mankind hy the bootstraps.

In

Days Without End, supposedly a miracle play, the only exalta
tion that he can wring out of his soul is a paltry, mean "Life
..
'
7#
laughs with God's love again.' Life laughs with love In It
is enough to bring tears of mortification into one's eyes.
How low has man fallen.*

How mean is his lot.*

O'Neill writes of death in one place. "Surely," says
Loving, "you cannot be afraid of death.

Death is not the dy

ing. Dying is life, its last revenge upon itself.

But death

is what the dead know, the warm, dark womb of Nothingness the Dream in which you and Elsa may sleep as one forever, beyorid fear of separation."

Devoid of rhythm and interior

significance, the speech looks even more shabby when placed
against Haleigh's noble passage on the same subject:
0 eloquent, just and mighty Death I whom none
could advise thou has persuaded; what none have
dared thou hast done; and whom all the world hath
flattered thou only hast cast out of the world
and despised...
O'Neill's lines show the marks of the hammer, the workshop;
Raleigh's burst out of him with all the gusto of the Eliza
bethan freebooter.

It may be unfair to compare O'Neill and

Raleigh; one has had all the wind knocked out of him by the
pitiless, hard-driving laws of the scientists, while the other
stands upright, fearless and unmolested on the prow of his
earthly vessel.

For O'Neill death is a pitiful, meaningless,

76. Days Without j&id
79. Ibid
p. 147

p. 157

!

T
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vacuum; for tialeigh it is the leveller of kings and emperors,
the high court before which all transients must appear.

As

we have seen by this time, O'Neill is not an artist working
in the dark; he knows the shortcomings of moderns.

Then why

does he attempt to lift himself above pedestrian, workmanlike
prose?

He cannot expect us to excuse his obscurity and pre

tentiousness.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DECLINE OF A DRAMATIST

O ’Neill is popularly credited with having rejuvenated
the American theater.

Before his appearance, roughly 1920,

all the practising dramatists were of the bread and butter
variety.

If fear, splendor and greatness managed to get on

the stage at all, they had to come by the devious way of re
vivals and importations.

With "Anna Christie", The Emperor

Jones, and Beyond the Horizon, the complexion of things
changed.

As George Jean Nathan argues in his oharaoterically

dubious metaphor^ "O’Neill alone and single-handed waded
through the dismal swamplands of American drama, bleak, squashy
and oozing sticky goo, and alone and singlehanded bore out of
them the water-lily that no American had found there before
78
him."
So gallant was O ’Neill’s achievement that Owen Davis
and his tribe dropped their little pleasantries and attempted
to say something significant.
In

"Anna Christie" O ’Neill still has one foot on the old

stage; sentiment and melodrama mark every situation.

But al

ready he serves notice that he will not be content to scribble
on the surface of things.
ary people.

Anna, Burke and Chris are no ordin

Not for them a life by still waters.

When Burke

is fished out of the sea, .exhausted and dead on his feet, he has
78• Intimate Notebooks

p. 189

-1
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a boast on his lips and a grin on his face.
man wi th guts to him*.

He is *a rale

And Anna, meeting him on his own heroic

level, shows herself to be a fit mate for the hard, rough, de
fiant seaman.

She softens in the end, just as Burke does, be

cause of the exigencies of the plot.
made of iron.

Otherwise, she is strong,

:

0 •Neill shows his inexperience in numerous ways^EEcst he has
not quite decided who is the central character; old Chris gets
a little too much of the spotlight.

Then, most grievious error

of all, he shoots his bolt in the first act.

Anna tells too

much about herself, thus loosening the screws of the dramatic
machinery.

Though we need to "be in on her secret", knowing

too much of it deadens the suspense,

m e r e can be little de

velopment of Anna*s character after her unprovoked self-reve
lation.

;

Other signs of 0 'Heill's derivative genius are his servile
and second-rate imitations of Synge's devices, a simple, lilt
ing Irish dialect and a mights malignant sea.

In O'Neill's

play the sea is an adventitious element; it is not at all omni
present. as it is in The Riders to The Sea.

For a pervasive,

brooding atmosphere^ O'Neill substitutes an.artificial, thea
trical refrain.

And in his hands the pure, musical language

of the Aran islands becomes a bastardized, flamboyant stage
"lingo";

But however poor the adaptations are, they point.to

O'Neill's high seriousness.

Quite plainly O'Neill intends to

be more than a parlor entertainer.

In The Emperor Jones, a surprising tour tie force with
a profound psychological truth, 0 ‘Neill again strikes a sin
cere note;

Brutus Jones, strong in his self-confidence, dis

integrates under the sledge hammer blows of fear and supersti
tion; he does not even retain that mastery over his fate which
the silver bullet leads him to expect.

A tragedy symbolical

of modern man, it is handled with great; finesse.

As the cur

tain rises, a native woman sneaks into the audience chamber of
the Emperor.
colored cloth.

Over her shoulder she carries a bundle bound in
Just as she begins to glide noiselessly toward

the doorway at the rear, Smithers, the Cockney trader, enters.
He notices the woman's furtiveness, and, after a moment's inde
cision, lays hold of her;

This little

pantomime, an indis

pensable part of an economical exposition, serves to put the
spectators in the proper frame of mind.
precious dialogue for this purpose;

O'Neill wastes no

Thereafter, the play moves

with the rhythm and inevitability of the native's drumbeats.
If The Emperor Jones peters out a bit towards the end,
" The Hairy Apew. more solid theater, drives through to its de
pressing conclusion with the inescapable finality of

a design.

Not only is its denouement inevitable, but jfcs treatment is ima
ginative.

From the vivid scene in the cage-like foroastle to

the horrible one in the zoo, we are swept along by the violence
of Yank's intolerable suffering!

Unfortunately for O'Neill, he

is soon to lose this enviable clarity of pattern;
Interestingly, this expressionistic play deals with the
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plight of a worker whose assurance is pricked by

the horror

which he sees in the eyes of a millionaire girl.

On the sur

face the play had revolutionary connotations.

The rich are

caricatured unmercifully, pompous senators are criticized vi
ciously and in general, the capitalistic system is arraigned
before the bar of proletarian justice.

It would seem that

0 'Neill was caught at this time by the fervor of the workers
the world over.

If 1921 saw such people as Mrs. Pinchot on

picket lines, why might O'Neill not take up the torch?

After

all, he had his grudge against the state of things which made
a hypocrithSalstandard of ethics possible.
This temporary contact with the working class is rather
typical of the more, ardent bourgeois artists.

In Germany half

a century earlier Hauptmann was acclaimed as a comrade in arms
as a result of .his Weavers, revolutionary both technically and
Ideologically.

.

It seems that the decline of a system brings a-

bout a rapprochement between those who want to remove the founda
tion and those who are interested only in altering the super
structure of things.

These alliances are based each time on a

temporary misunderstanding by the bourgeois artists, who look
upon their revolt against certain forms (worn out by time) of
bourgeois art and of bourgeois life, as being essentially the
same as the revolt of the proletariat.

Such was the ease in

the early beginnings of naturalism; such is the case in O'Neill's
experiments with expressionism.

Soon he is to drop even the

spurious materialism of %The Hairy Ape" and adopt in its place
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an openly romantic attitude.

When he does so, his art deter

iorates.
Desire Under the Elms marks the highpoint of O'Neill's
dramatic development. Eore mature than the early sea pieces
and broader in its implications, it comes as near to fulfill-

- '

■

•

■_ ■

79

ing the Greek formula of tragedy as any 0 ’Neill play.

-

Eben

and Abbie are terrible in thedlr lust, but when the fire burns
low they accept their punishment stoically.

True, they might

have been less meek, less unresisting, but then O ’Neill does
not have the vitality of the ancients; only for a limited per
iod of time can he fight off the lassitude of the moderns. For
spiritually starved contempoaries, the diet he offers is strong
enough; .

. .. "

.

/..' L

In this play as in The Emperor Jones and All God’s Chilian
Got Wings the exposition is startlingly effective..

Eben comes

out of the house, rings a bell and then looks up at the sky. With
80
puzzled awe, he says, "Godi PartyJ”
Having paid this tribute
to the beauties of nature, he spits oh the floor and goes back
into the house.

His half-brother^ shoulders bowed from years

of toil on a farm, soon appear on the scene.
the gruc&ng "Purty" exacted.

From them too is

Very smoothly and with the

reason in the world, they indulge in remininscences.

best

Before

many lines are spoken they spectators know all they need to
know - the character of the farm, its history, its owner, and
79. Mourning Becomes Eleotra has every requisite bob real people
80. Fine Plays
pT Y S 1?
~
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the relationships existing amongst the people dwelling on it.
The second scene moves the story to a higher level and yet
keeps it low enough so that the late-comers will be able to
grasp the setup.

Thereafter, the play moves directly and ir

revocably to its conclusion.

The big scene, for instance, be

tween Eben and Ephraim streams out of a "plant” that O ’Neill
is careful to lay in the earlier stretches of the play.

-Thus

when old Cabot says,
Yewr farmj God A ’mighty j If |te w a ’nt a born
donkey y e ’d know ye 'll never own stick nor stone
on it, specially now arter him bein’ born. I t ’s
his’n, I tell ye - his'n arter I die.•. Ha? Ye
think ye kin git ’round that someways, do ye?
Waal it’ll be her'n too - Abble’s - ye won’t git
’round her - she know yer tricks - she'll be too
much fer ye - she wants the farm her’n - she was
afeerd o ’ye - she told me ye was sneakin’ 'round
try in’t'make love t'her t'git her on yer side...
Eben's dreams receive a rude jolt.

After listening petrified

with grief and rage to what the vengeful Cabot is saying, he
laughs wildly and brokenly.
Ha-ha-ha.’ So that’s her sneakin’ game - all alongJ
like I suspicioned at fust - t • swaller it all - an*
me, tooJ81
-

-

He recallsj all too vividly, Abble’s fierce
Y e ’ll never live t ’see the day when even a
stinkin’ weed on it’ll belong t ’you.’ Git out
o' my sighti Go on t'yer slut - disgracin' yer
Paw’n ’meJ I ’ll git yer Paw t* horsewhip ye off
the place if I want t'5 Y e ’re only livin’ here
bause I tolerate ye I Git along.’82
Thereafter, anything can happen.
81i Nine Plays
82. Ibid.

p. 191
p. 165

The murder of the baby, super-*
2
8
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fida ily accidental, is really the reflex action of Iben’s
disillusionment.

To the jealous, distraught mind of the

mother, Eben,s anger has been provoked only by the child;
convinced of this, she has no other alternative but to
smother i t F o r her love of Eben has by this time com
pletely taken possession of her being.
After Desire Under the Elms, the plays that 0 •Neill
turns out become, if not progressively worse, very bad in
deed. It almost seems as if the farther O'Neill travels
from his seaports and wharves, the weaker his grip becomes.
But as we have seen, the deterioration is due to a more
basic cause. O'Neill is - or was - an elemental creature^
all passion and"a minimum of intellect, and, as a conse
quence, can carry off only those plays which demand inter
's ity of feeling and inartioulatriess of thought.

The minute

an idea creeps into 0 'Neill's head, the play, as Welded,
indicates, goes a-glimmer.

The structure loses its outlines

the language its clarity, and the characters their identity.
Only loyal Americans can find something to praise in the
tangled underbrush which O'Neill offers as plays. Themselves
not on speaking terms with ideas^ they hall a shadow of one
with delight.

They would have the poet, t h e ‘philosopher,

and the dramatist all in one, vdien, in the ease of O'Neill
85
all three are mutually exclusive.
This we shall see more
8i5. More, the first two are individually impossible.
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plainly as we pick our Say through the "poetic radiance"
of The Fountain and the "philosophical profundity" of The
Great God Brown.
The first constituent that The Fountain lacks is sus
pense,

Moving along as it does by easy stages, it comes

almost aimlessly to its destination, the fountain of youth
and the elixir of life.

We do not need to he students of

Aristotle to realize that episodic plots are by nature weak.
When a play sacrifices planfulness, it sacrifices its right
to the attention of the spectators.

To make up for a defi

ciency in this respect, the playwright must offer, as Shakes
peare did in Henry IV robust character portrayals.
these are sometimes not sufficient to carry.the day.

And even
On re

flection it seems foolworthy to tie one hand behind one's
back and this is exactly what the playwright is doing when
he lets the plot amble along of itself.

While a Shakespeare

can manage things with one sturdy aim, an O'Neill should
throw his whole body into the game.

The Fountain is convinc

ing evidence of this.
If I may be a little facetious, the most that can be
said for Juan is that he is a dream walking.
through life, his moods change.

As he drifts

It is as if he is the reflec

tion, thrice-removed, of a real person.

Dominated by 0 'Neill’'s

nostalgia for a meaning in life, Juan wanders wraithlike from
Spain to Porto Rico and thence to Florida.

As he himself
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puts it without being conscious of the irony involved,
I am that songj One must accept, absorb,
give back, become oneself a symbolJ Juan Ponce
de Leon is pastJ He is resolved into the thou
sand moods of beauty that make up happiness color of the sunset, of tomorrow's dawn, breath
of the great Trade winds - sunlight on grass,
an insect’a song, the rustle of leaves, an ant's
ambitions.84
Shades of the actual adventurer who, I am sure, loved,
lusted and lost, gambled, fought and won.'

O'Neill with

his dreams would have transfigured a Falstaff, castrated
a Raleigh and shorn a Samson.
As for the poetry that adorns the piece, one wonders
whether O'Neill would not be the better for a sense of
humor.

Taking it at its best,

considering it only when

it is patently meant as verse - that is, when it is set
in the conventional form and not when it is twisted out
of shape and mangled by the dialogue - it is hopelessly
sbphomoric stuff.

The poem which is the heart and core

of the piece.
Love is a flower,
Forever blooming.
Beauty a fountain
Forever flowing,
Upward into the source of sunshine
Upward into the azure heaven;
One with God, but
Ever returning
To kiss the earth that the flower
may live;,85
Where is the music and where the imagery?
84.. The Fountain"
85. Ibid
p. 191

p. 192

Really, about
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the only person #iom I can oonoelve of as liking this "poetry"
is that gentlemen who rose with a yawn, a puzzled and irritated
expression on his face, when the play on Babbittry ended Marco Polo himself.
He, as the play to which he has given his name amply shows,
is the sworn enemy of beauty.

For the bovine Donate he sacri

fices the exquisite Kukachin, for wealth and social position
he gives up romance and heavenly preferment. In short he is
the kind who today considers his town the most progressive in
the country, who regards Faith Baldwin as a great novelist, and
who relishes Edgar Guest’s homespun wisdom.

The prototype of

the Elk, he thinks affluence is a substitute for a soul and
power for poetry.

Still he has some right on his side when he

refuses td be stampeded by O ’Neill’s self-conscious attempts
at verse.
Marco Millions. like The Fountain, is episodic, but it at
least has a recognizable central figure.

A pale imitation of

George F. Babbitt, Realtor, Marco does act as a pivot around
which the play revolves*

But.even he is so generalized that

he doesv he* come home to the consciousness and bosoms of men.
In historical plays, as indeed to a lesser degree in several of
his more conventional pieces, notably "Anna Christie". O ’Neill
evidences a blind fdth in atmosphere and pictorial qualities.
He clutters these plays with so much romantic furniture that
one might as well look for the proverbial needle in the hay
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stack as for the individual souls of his chief characters.
A haze obscures all hut the bulky outlines of sets and pro
perties.

:'

■i

,■

It seems to me that O'Neill's failure in these cases to
body forth real people demonstrates the thinness of the roman
tic approach.

The trouble with pehple such as he is

that

they come to historical figures who have been, blurred by time
with a determination to see only the outlines of rTomanC# in
their lives.

Thus they write on the surface of things; for

deep probing, theysubBtitute suggestions of conflict.

Not

knowing the reasons for Ponce de Leon's search or the roots
of Marco Polo's insensibility, they pile on the e©lor,endrsp?ead
the characterization:thin;

No wonder we regard The Fountain

as a formless panorama and Marco Millions as a skin-deep satire.
O'Neill should not depend on his preconceived ideas when a
wealth of historical material lies at his^hand ready to be
tapped.

We are interested not in the accidental features of

the time, but in the motives that impel Juan and Marco to
travel to the far corners of the earth.
The Great God Brown suffers from other, if less serious,
faults.

Though the play misses fire, O'Neill may plead exten

uating circumstances; the caverns that he reaches down into
are so dark that he may be pardoned if his work is lapped in
mystery.

After all, there are some things that remain inac

cessible to man.
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But to be more serious.

The chaos that is so marked in

O'Neill's soul shatters the form of his drama.

O'Neill is

too close to his passions to objectify them completely. In
fact he would do well to ponder Wordsworth's dictum that
poetry is "emotion recollected in tranquillity".

What he

needs above all is the discipline and proportion that come
of contemplation.

He allows his flame to burn too fitfully
86
and too brilliantly. As Geddes implies,
a little less
mood and more mind would do wonders to his plays.
In The Great God Brown 0 'Neill continues his diatribe
against philistinism, but he does hso with more than the con
ventional tools of the theater.

From ancient Greece he imports

the mask and from Elizabethan and later drama he brings the
soliloquy.

Playwrights of his period and his intensity are

apparently at the end of their tether; as the earth becomes more
barrenp.anch the plight of man more serious, the old realistic
devices no longer serve.

Fashioned in a healthier time, they

are too blunt, not sensitive enough for the probing fingers
of the surgeon;

.

Though O'Neill's intentions may have been honorable, his
actions condemn him. That little bit in which the four commit
teemen rush into a room and return immediately "carrying the
mask of William Brown, two on each side, as if they were carry87
in a body by the legs and shoulders",
is ridiculous to the8
*
6
86. The Medbdramadness of Eugene O'Neill
87; Nine Plays
p. 370

p. &S
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point of being absurd.

How the spectators kept a straight

face at this juncture is beyond me*

But perhaps the fault

lies with me; perhaps I am not naive enough to appreciate
the solemnity of the occasion.
. '

. .

. !

But it does seem that even a
: : 1 " ■ -V

child playing at life would have laughed at the symbolism
in which O'Neill indulges.
On a par with this scene is the one in which the police
captain figures.
Margaret (lifting her head adoringly to the mask triumphant tenderness mingled with her grief) My
loverj My husbandJ My boyI (She kisses the
mask): Goodby. Thank you for happinesst And you're
not dead, sweetheartJ You can never die till my
heart dies.' You will live f o r e v e r Y o u will sleep
under my heart.' I will feel you stirring in your
sleep, forever, under ntyheartl (She kisses the mask
again.)
Captain (Comes just into sight and speaks front
without looking at them - gruffly) Well, what's
his name?
Cybel. ManZ
Captain, (taking a grimy notebook and an inch-OLong
pencil from his pocket) How d'yuh spell it?88
Is this the symbolism which O'Neill's supporters have praised
so?

It seems to me to be adapted to the intelligence quotient

of a five-year old.

But then O'Neill never has any subtlety.

Every point that he makes in this as in his other plays is
underscored by a guiding line.
To attain a note of universality O'Neill puts the play
between a prologue and an epilogue. While these do not affect
88. Nine Plays

p. 375
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the play's worth one way or another, they tell ns something
Important.

Apparently, O'Neill believes that everything re

turns upon itself in a circular motion, for in the prologue he
has Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Anthony say that the nights are much
colder now than they used to be, while in the epilogue Margaret,
surrounded by her three sons, gives expression to the same
thought.

This doctrine, Nietzschean in origin, is essentially

pessimistic and mystical and helps to explain why O'Neill

'

': :

: - .Vf -■ ■:

shares in the despair of the m o d e m man.

.

89

As he sees life,

it is a constantly recurring procession of problems.

If we are

no better equipped to cope with them than our ancestors, then
we are doomed to extinction just as they were.

Rather than face

this admittedly dismal prospect, O'Neill joined the Catholic
Church.

He forgot, or else never knew, that the conquests of

nature have radically chahged our relationship to the universe
and may do so to an even greater extent in the future;
His agony at making the discovery that the next turn of
the wheel will supersede him and his particular type of civili
zation has a bearing on The Great God Brown. In the first place
it accounts for the premature birth of the play and its conse
quent formlessness.

Then, too, it explains why O'Neill makes

no attempt .to lick the drama into shape;
worry about form.

he is too troubled to

In his earlier plays, The Emperor Jones and

"The -Hairy Ape", he is just as worried by the fate which hangs
89. Always the exception of Days Without knd must be made. •
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over him but there his fear seems instinctive. As a consequence
these plays move along on an emotional plane almost exclusively
and thus acquire a stunning force.

They, unlike The Great God

Brown, are not impeded by the obtrusion of ideas; in them there
is no clash between drama and philosophy.

With The Fountain

and The Great God Brown O'Neill aspires to be a thinker (and
a poet).

From this time onward, Mourning Becomes Eleotra alone

excepted, his plays become increasingly ineffective.
Tied up with O'Neill's greater degree of consciousness is
the sub-surface breakdown of the capitalistic system.

To affirm

as some mystics do that O'Neill concerns himself solely with
the problem of man in an unfriendly universe is to skip blithely
over the intervening bounds of material circumstances.
. ',

.

-

.

-

^

-

-

After

-

all, how does an individual receive his impressions of the
universe, if not from the society in which he lives?

If that

society is moving forward at a normal tempo, everybody is apt
to be happy and optimistic.

If it is maintaining a hysterical

pace, the more sensitive people will be a little frightened.
Thus if O'Neill worries himself a pale green over the hostile,
antagonistic forces which browbeat man, he shows himself a keen
observer of the healthy of society.

Last century when English

imperialism was moving ahead at twenty-two knots an hour, Macaulay
made the most incredible, roseate predictions.

This century,

English and American statesmen and artists are toning down their
pollyana optimism; in fact, as O'Neill, Hemingway and Huxley
show, they are quite distinctly pessimistic.

So if O'Neill re-
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acts against this rotten state of things, we can sympathize
with him.

And understand how his plays should reflect the

struggle going on in society.
After the despair of The Great God Brown. 0 ‘Neill needed
a little tonic.

Unable to find it anywhere in the outside

world, he turned inward.

Lazarus Laughed, a pagan affirmation

of life consoles him for a while, but as they laughter of La
zarus dies away in the distance, he picks up once again his
little pack of trouble;.

•

After all, the hypnotic

Man’s loneliness is but his fear of life!
Lonely no moreJ Millions of laughing stars there
are around me; And laughing dust, born once of
woman on this earth, now freed to danceJ New
.r
stars are born of dust eternallyJ The old, grownmellow with Uod, burst into flaming seed; The
fields of infinite space are sown - and grass for
sheep springs up on the hills of the earth; But :
there is no death, nor fear, nor loneliness.’ There
. is only God’s Eternal Laughter I His Laughter _ .
flows into the lonely heart.90
cannot leave a permanent impression on the brain.

With time

more tangible things are forgotten, so why not this rapturous
message?
The play itself displays one of O ’Neill’s chief weaknesses
as a dramatist.

Defeated in the struggle to reconcile life with

symmetry (The Great God Brown), he tries schematization. Evident
ly he thinks that he can pictorialize himself out of his dilemmas,
dramatic or life-size.

For clearly conceived characters and a

tightly knit action he substitutes movement in the mass.

In a

preceding chapter we noticed that O ’Neill shows a decided tendency
«u. bine Plays

p. 459

_ _
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to evade reality; here we remark his desire to escape from
dramaturgic problems.

If this play has had some success in the

theater, I think we can attribute it to the novelty of design,
and to the hypnotic qualities of 0 'Kelli's repetitive affirma
tions.
. Strange Interlude takes up O'Neill’s tale of woe.

But as

we are not interested at the moment in O'Neill's philosophic de
velopment, let us pass on to his technique.

Does the large frame

of this play indicate that 0 'Neill has outgrown the conventional
form?

No, not at all; in fact, it shows that O'Neill's clinical

interest in humanity has got the. better of his dramatic instinct^
The asides that must have promised O'Neill a greater freedom of
treatment leadr him on to swampy ground; soon the play, caught in
the quicksand, is struggling for its life.

For O'Neill is both

too lavish and top indisoriminating in his use of the device. The
play has neither the thrust of the drama nor the amplitude of the
novel. Itdd only distinction is its size.

And apropos of length

I should like to quote Winifred Katzin's Gallic comment:
Monsieur P. I've not seen you since the opening of
Strange Interlude. Did it come up to your expectations?
cj l

Mr. J. Ah, Achilla, that was more than a play. It was
the experience of a life-time.- Monsibur P. I don’t doubt it, Eustaohe.
it very long.
.
;

I too found

It seems to me that this pretty well sums up O'Neill's attempt to
v
92
broaden the province of the drama.

til. I'he American Urltic
92. "The Great God O'Neill"

”

p^ 65

:

"

:

'

Thecasides raise a very important question*

Are we to dis

pense with the silent.instrument of acting for the sake of these
mental crutches?

If so, we have blessed Hollywood prematurely

for its absorption of the mental incompetents.

How that imagina

tion is no longer required, they will be flocking back to the
theater.
coldly.

Luckily for us, the critics received the experiment
They realized that the asides deaden the action and

stuff the characters with over-refined sentiments.

V#ry seldom

does it provide sharpvcontrast, its only excuse for existence.
93
In the big scene with nthe three men",
all. its faults come
out strongly.

--

..

Nina. Sit down, all of youj Make yourselves at homeJ
you are my three menj... You must not wake out baby.
Darrell (Thinking abjectly) I couldn't*...There
are things one may not do and live with oneself
afterwards... he was too happy*...to kill happi
ness is a worse murder than taking life*...I gave
him that happiness...Sam Beserves that happinessI...
(Then in a strange objective tone-thinking)
My experiment with the guinea pigs has been a
success...
(Then bitterly humble)
Nothing left but to accept her terms...
(Glancing over at Evans - bitterly gloating)
94
And your child is mine.’ Your wife is mine*...
After Ned's failure to tell Sam the secret that he shares with
Nina, he has a golden opportunity of expressing his bitterness in
a little stretch of acting.

The lines that O'Neill forces upon

him not only steal his little chance to "shine", but-they slow up9
5
95. Why is O'Neill so maudlin about a trite idea!4? He brings it in
in Marco Millions and The Great God Brown;
94, Nine iPlays pp. 614-615
r-— — —
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the tempo of the play's development.

The characters just sit

around, doing nothing to advance the plot.

How the stenographers

must have loved the unusual situation!
By the time:: the last met turns up we are gorged with all
kinds afdzrelevemt information. .

We do not much care whether

Nina settles down with Marsden or runs away with" Darrell. Though
we recognize the psychological truth of (L'Neill’s continued tor
turing of Nina, we are not affected.
the material is unsavory.

And this is not because

Far fran it; O ’Neill always has our

best wishes when he attempts to give some meaning to life. It is
just that the play has lost all semblance of a drama.
Dynamo is weak in its own right, though it too abounds in
redundant asides.

The characters are conceived too broadly, the

dialogue is shopworn, and the dynamo is deified, supplicated and
harangued in the most obtious of generalizations.

From beginning

to end one is only slightly interested because the characters
are straw figures, not real people.

In this, play 0 ’Neill’s

trouble is that he is obsessed with an idea.
dominate-the characters.

He allows it to

And his violence is such that the spo-

ken word has no shading, no nuances.

As George Jean Nathan says,

"There is in it doubly amd even triply exaggerated that note of
swollen emotion and indignant vociferation that made Welded In: '- ' - ;
. 95
. ......
."
effective and occasionally absurd..."
The following indicates why Dynamo is such a poor play,
ys.

a

Non-Conductor

p. 373

... ..

.. . . ..... ■ ...

: :

..
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•

Ada. (In the bedroom above, finishes making
up and inspects herself critically in the
mirror - approvingly) I goto to hand it to
you baby, you*re there 1,..Gosh, how long
is it since I put on that record?.••Rube*11 ,
be waiting..he’s as bashful as a kid...but
that’s what I like about him,..Irm sick of these
fresh guys that think all they have to do is
wink and you fall l...Rube has got honest-toGod feelings...but of course, I ’d never love
him.;.he’s too big a M a m ' s boy for me...
Well, let’s go...I’m dying to see if h e ’ll
have nerve enough to kiss me..(She turns out
the light)96

First of all, this is a monologue on the lower level (the
euphemistic name of an aside). Then it shows us that 0 ’Neill
does not really know young people. His hardboiled language is
patently manufactured for the occasion; one gets the impression
that he set himself the task of recollecting all the crassness
of youth. In my opinion,the girl;:does not come alive at all;
the representative of all girls of her age and station, she is
nobody in her own right.

The play as a whole is a£ adolescent

and artificial as this characterization.

One need only compare

"The Hairy Ape” with Dynamo to see how far O'Neill has descended
the dramatic scale.

The one's language is a wonderful compound

and condensation of the colorful idiom of the stokehole while
the other’s is stereotyped, unimaginative ’’literary" dialect.
In Mourning Becomes ElectraO'Neill girds himself for the
supreme effort.

More coherent than The Great God Brown and‘more

cleanly-finished than Strange Interlude, this play is O ’Neill’s
last attempt to vault the obstructions placed in our way by
96. Dynamo

i

p. 29
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science.

But if it is a simple and lucid narrative, it has

neither the boiling intensity of "The Hairy Ape" nor the
full-bodied characterizations of Desire Under the Elms. At
this stage in this career, O'Neill is most emphatically de
cadent.

The emphasis on the incest motive ih not alone in

pointing to this; the hollowness of the characterizations adds
its!testimony.

Where Shakespeare writes from the heart,

O ’Neill creates according to a fixed pattern; he fabricates
rather than feels, dissects rather than paints. Not.for a
moment is one misled into believing that 0 'Neill holds the
mirror up to nature.

His conscious use of psychoanalysis

sucks his characters dry and makes one wish for the spontan
eity of his earlier plays.

:

^

- While I should not like to have the fret and fever of
The Great God Brown, the truncated thinking of Welded and the
poetic inanities of The Fountain.almost anything is better
than the dead calm that one finds in Mourning Becomes Plectra.
The only psychologically convincing character in the trilogy,
Christine, is killed off before the long siege on our scholar
ship is well under way.

After her disappearance in the second

play, the action thins out.

For the passion that is concen

trated in the duej.s between Vinnie and her mother is the only
thing that keeps the trilogy from wasting away to its Greek
skeleton.

In The Haunted O'Neill falls back on his abstract

concepts, and, with the exception of Lavinia’s nagnificent
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gesture in the final scene, presents a pitiable figure.

Vin-

nie's assumption of her mother’s traits is much too gross and
obvious; Grin’s reversion to the ebarester of his father may
fit into the pattern but is not at all inevitable, and his
proposal to Vinnie of a sexual relationship is forced and un
convincing. In life one does not say as he does: .
I love you with all the guilt in me - the
guilt we shareJ Perhaps I love you too much;
VinnieJ... There are times now when you don’t
seem to be my sister, nor Mother, but some stranger
with the same beautiful hair (He touches her hair
caressingly. She pulls violently away. He laughs
wildly) Perhaps you’re Marie Brantome, eh?97
O ’Neill may never have heard of Freud, but he could have used
his findings more subtly.

A tentative suggestion, an insinu

ating approach would have lent greater reality to Grin’s de
claration of love.

:

Mourning Becomes Slectra is an intellectual exercise ra
ther than an emotional physic.

The Mannons are too ignoble,

the effects too melodramatic and the violence too great to .
permit the dramatist to move us at his will.

Interestingly,

three of the deaths are brought about by pistol shots. While
O ’Neill has the decency to remove two of these backstage, the
sound of the gun has a shattering effect on our morale.

No

playwright can make such exorbitant demands as O ’Neill does
and hope to get away with them.

We sullenly prepare ourselves

for the next shock, silently voicing the prayer that O ’Neill

¥77

Mine Iplays

p. 853
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will put a silencer on his gun.

Aeschylus knew better than
98
-to take advantage of us in this way;
he realizes that we
will need what little starch we possess for the bitter end.
That O'Neill selects the Mannons as his dramatis person
ae is rather significant.

They loom large in the New England

town, as great in their own way as the House of Atrens.

Still

O'Neill does not dare to put royal robes on them; as far back
as Samuel Johnson, it was recognized that kings are subject
to the same sordid emotions as common clay.

To the extent

that Lavinia, Orin and Christine are stunted to that extent
is O ’Neill a decadent.
Apparently, he was all too conscious of his defects for
in Days Without End he gave in without a struggle.

Oh, yes,

John has an antagonist in Loving, but he vanquishes him after
the most perfunctory of battles.

One may say with perfect

justice that the rationalist's presence in the play is O ’Neill*
measure of deference to dramatic formality; after all there
must be some kind of conflict.
In this play O'Neill's concern with masks and split per
sonalities takes the form of an alter ego. As a consequence,,
the play unfold;its exposition with an inexperience and obvious
ness that slow up its pace.

And then when the play is fairly

under motion, the alter ego hangs about embarassingly; he dis98. Of course, he did not have guns, but he could have killed
Clytamnestra and Agamennon on the stage.
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eomforts both the characters and the auditors.

Like most

Americans in the field of literature, O ’Neill is not content
to secure effects in a subtle way; he must use a blackboard
pointer< As we have seen, the same failing explains the te
diousness of Strange Interlude and The Great God Brown,
O ’Neill never could boast of a strong intellect, but in
this play he disgraces even himself> In the first place he
shows such a fondness for his ideas that he allows them to
warp his characterizations. John, whether torn and divided or
whole and happy, is not even a one-syllabled character; he ex
ists only on paper,

Elsa is just too ridiculous for words. In

her silly mouthings about love and other values, she stamps
herself a pale, lily of a woman.

As for Father Baird, he has

as much flesh on him as Good Deeds does in Everyman.

In fact,

all the characters need a special diet of broth and potatoes.
What has happened to O ’Neill between 1920 and 1934?

As

the underlying crisis in American economy deepened, he began
to search more and more frantically for a faith which should
sustain him in the trying days that were ahead.
the Isms and found all but one wanting.

So he tried all

But while he was tam

pering with ideas he allowed them to get into the machinery of
his plays, the result being a terrific clatter. Eventually,
Mourning Becomes Eieotra excepted, his dramatic technique broke
down altogether.
(The Electra play)
.....

And where he still functioned on all cylinders
he fed his dramatic muse such ooor gruel
'n

that she finally refused to perform; she demanded some nobility
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in spirit, some significance in life.

Being essentially a

romanticist as the following quotation shows, O'Neill finally
cast his lot with religion.
John. One night when he is hounded beyond en
durance he rushes out in the hope that if he
walks himself into exhaustion he may be able
to sleep for a while and forget, without his
knowing how he got there, he finds he has
walked in a circle and is standing before the
old church, not far from where he now lives,
in which he used to pray as a boy... He finds
himself kneeling at the foot of the Cross.
And feels he is forgiven and the old comfort
ing peace and security and joy steal back into
his heart299
After a speech like this, O'Neill

is ready for a comedy.

Ah Wilderness^ presents a case for all the old virtues - mellow
wisdom, quiet domesticity and pure adolescence.

Written in a

vacuum this play holds the key to O'Neill's future work.
there any significance in the time (1900) of the play?

Is
Does

O'Neill realize that such a gentle, unthinking life is impos
sible in these' hectic days and is he tightening his belt for
his next plunge into the maelstrom in life?

On the answer to •

these questions depends O'Neill's future significance.

It will

not be enough for us that O'Neill furnishes the bricks and mprtar of his trade as he does in Ah WildernessI: we, knowing his
original worth, will demand more than a technical skill.
If O'Neill will continue in the nostalgic vein we may dis
miss him from our honor roll of Armerican dramatists, And by
the same token he must have the courage of his vision and face
forward.
99. Days Without i^nd t>p . 113—4

-----— -------- --------
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Only in this way will he write plays as angry and forceful as
All God’s Chillun Got Wings and as
Hairy Ape".

snarling and bitter as "The

The Emaemic happiness of Ah Wjldernessl is death

to such a highly charged dramatist as Eugene 0 'Neill.

99382
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